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fair tr<Mliti«>a was
rudely "jolted" over the fact that everything in the way of first prizes, herd contests and sweepstakes on hogs went to
X. \V. Gentry, of Missouri, with a herd
of swine that in twenty years had never
hail any fresh outside blood introduced
—a herd
line bred, inbred and cross
bred upon themselves. At the following
fat stock show in Chicago other-members of the same show captured about
everything offered in prizes for that
breed and iubreed contests. The belief
that line or close inbreeding is a source
of rapid deterioration of a breed, leading to weakened vitality and serious defects, is general; but if breeding in this
way is contiued to mating health, vigor
and excellencies, the belief and verdict
against it are not well grounded in fact.
It is well kuown that the chicken fanciers are great line breeders of their
birds, and have been for years, and without question as to its benefits in establishing continuity of form and quality,
as well as productiveness.
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Attorneys at Law,

Mr. Frank S. Peer of Greenfield,
returned home from bis
Mans., has
European trip for stock importations,
and the New England Farm Stock company, of whhh he ie the general manager, in preparing for a vigorous campaign this fall. The Greenfield Gazette
says they now bave orders for about 1,000
sheep. They are negotiating for a lot of
700, similar to those bonght last spring,
and (hey expect to bave these here about
the first of next month.
About 700 pullets and cockerels are
to come in within a month or two from
the eggs given out in the spring. These
will be let out over again, and to fill
their orders for such birds it will be
necessary to buy from 200 to 700 more
cf them. Tnere are also about 70 cominir from birds let out last spring. Eggs
that wero given out did well, with the
exception of one lot of 200 that proved
poor. The swine did well, and there
will be a lot of young pigs to be given
the company early in the winter.
Mr. Peer is much annoyed by the
amount of red tape necessary to get live
stock through the custom bouse and the
i|iiar:intine station. Many forms have
to be complied with, like bills of lading,
invoices, and many certificates from
officers and county officials
health
abroad. The forms chauge about every
year, so that importers always find
themselves up aguiust something they
had not expected. Mr. Peer bought 550
head of stock for his various customer*,
iucludine 250 head of sheep, 100 head of
L-attle, 10 horses, 20 head of swine, and
150 Swiss goats. lie bought 38 bead of
rams for the New England Farm Stock
company. He visited Englaml, Scotland,
Wales, Ireland, the islands of Guernsey
and Jersey, Holland and Switzerland.
Mr. Peer has made 22 importations, and
bis only mischance in all this period was
the death of one ewe.

Dixfield, Me.
the herd of Frank Hart near that city.
Reports from the various sheep raisThis herd of Jerseys now numbers over
countries show a decided reduction
1.10, aud by the best judges of cattle are ng
a docks in every part of the world with
HIS S. IIARLOW,
classed as the beet large herd in the
the exception of Argentina from which
United States, if not in the world, in
country no definite statistics are at hand.
Attorney at Law,
symmetry of outline and uniformity of
has lost five millions of its
MAINE
I>1 \ FIELD,
size and markings, and in production of Kngland
In
stock in the last 20 years
milk, both in amount and quality, they »heep
there were 3,400,000, but in 1!M)4
RIGHT A WHEELER,
have no rivals; yet for twenty-five years I$73
cent,
of
15 per
a decrease
Mr. Hart has inbred, cross bred and line >ulv *>,900,000,
had 26,000,000 sheep and
herd until relationship among in Î873 France
while the
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, bred this
them is past solving, and they actually iermany 25,000,000 sheep,
SOUTH PARIS. MA1NK.
atest statistics give France IS,000,000
have no relations outside. The health,
less than 10,000,000 sheep,
md
Alton C- Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
vigor and staiuin of the herd are re- ; rhe Germany
Austrian sheep fiocks have been
markable. As a sample of the close
educed fully 50 percent, and Hungary
breeding 1 mention King of Hart's King, 1
from
15,000,000 to 8,000,000
the now head of the herd, with his fifty- iropped
1
luring the past ten years. Reports
one tested daughters in the twenty-two
reliable sources show that the
rom
aud above butter class. His breeding is
Dealers in
\merican
sheep stock has suffered a desister
full
inbred
this:
A
like
strongly
in four years, and
1
and brother were mated, and the produce crease of 8,000,000
New Zealand
1
He was bred back to Canadian about 500,000.
was Hart's King.
a decrease of 2,000,000 sheep.
his own dam. and the result was the J eports
These figures clearly explain the rise in
King of Hart's King, as tine a bull as
and scarcity of good mutton.—
stands, and a bull that carries a life vool,
Farmer.
insurance policy for Stf.OUO. TUere are Mew England
bulls and cows as closely bred as
other
ALSO
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is the King and as destitute of relations
short clover seed crop is the ;
A
and as standard in every way. The
>nd
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in
made
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showing of duplicates in this herd is • pinion of C. A. King & Co.. prominent j
per square remarkable. So close has been the breed- Toledo dealers, who have been making j
24 inch squares for
Cement steps made to order. ing that prepoteucy is assured. Dupli- pedal investigation. They say the1
cation in form, color and production is < rrop is irregular, and aggregates about !
South Paris, Maine.
counted upon as a certaiuty. A great ι ;he same as last season, quality a trille |
cattle expert was present, a man oppos- I >etter, majority of farmers holding. |
HOLLISTER 3
ed to line or inbreeding, ami he had to ['he leading states are Indiana and Ohio, j
confess that he had not a word of criti- with Michigan and Ontario the next
Tea
cism to offer. Not a trace of deterio- argest producers, followed by WisconA Busy Medioine for Baiy People.
Idaho.
and
Illinois
ration could ho detect, but rather mark- < sin, Montana,
Brings Qui len Health and Renewed Vigor.
is generally late, and the
Threshing
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GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE farmers liue breeding their dairies and \t
Chicago, prime clover seed is quoted
in
introthan
best
the
produce
raising
tround 12 1-2 cents per pound.
ducing a new sire each yearaud bringing
Home Laundry. in as many more outside influences,
A Valuable Silo.
Ladlt·' Washing· Wanted.
good, bad and uitea vicious. A man
One of the finest silos I ever saw,
relatives
remarked that "it was one's
|
Shirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty.
>ays C. L. Wyman of Liverinore Falls,
that he needed to look out for, rather
Vie., is tin the farm of Koswell Brigtrs|
Work done in the best manner.
sees
when
one
and
than his neighbors";
>f Liveriuore. It is a round silo, built;
the thousand and one crossbred dairies mtside the barn and connected by a!
34 Hill Street,
all
with
uo
and
breeds,
of mixed breeds
South Paris.
ihort walk. The height from the cement j
sorts and kinds of relatives, with good,
jottoin is 25 feet and the diameter 14
habits,
low
and
by
bail and high
degree
feet inside. The studs are 2x4, set one
the
with
contest
to
ten
the
thousand,
foot apart. On the outside it is boarded
three good cow habits we do want, it is md
shingled; on the inside it is boarded
no wonder that the census of dairies all
two thicknesses, with paper between,
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- over the
country shows something like a tud on
top of that lathed and plastered
ing year. Correspondence solicited. 8,500 pound milk return yearly as an with Portland
On top is an
cement.
is
H. D. COLE,
average a cow—about what the feed
X'tagon roof; in one side is a dormer
worth—aud only a third of the dairies window for
Pond, Me.
tilling and letting iu light.
are iu the 4.000 to 8,000 pounds of milk
he has a silo to be proud
Undoubtedly
April 12th, 1905.
fracis
a
class, aud the fat percentage
Λ and which will last for a great many
dairies
excepttion above 0.3, individual
pears.
ed. This herd of Mr. Hart's is not a
Oat Hay for Cows.
line
of
in
this
breeding.
solitary one
X. H., correspondent
Fred Wilson of Southern Ohio, ha* a
A Stafford,
herd uf similar breeding aud uniformity writes: We notice that some of our
of conformai ion and yield and high per- farmers have devoted considerable atI» ail its eta"··» there
centage of fate, and other herds aie not tention the past season to the raising of
i be clcaiu.ue>a.
sii
>at hay for cows and young etock.
wanting.
Γ'y*8 Cream Balm
This prevents feeding so much straw
«'<.·»u.-ee, (too the# and heals
which's done when the grain is allowed
The other day I asked a uoted breeder
the d.^ea-vii mccil>r.:.e.
the variety of feed
of inbreeding, to ripen, and adds to
the
who
plan
ν
practices
dr.
es
nr.·!
ca'.irrh
It eurts
the farm. If it is intendwill be the result in time? See ίο animals on
"What
tilts
head
a
in
cold
*w*y
ed to make this crop into hay, it is betthe results of the intermarriage of
twckly.
ter to sow a little thicker, so that the
CrtJiu Ελϊ in is placed Into the iroetnls, ij»rta.ia
royalty in Europe?" As to the latter, he frowth will be finer and of better
ολ r the rnombrauc and is absorbed. Be'iefls irnreplied : "That is the result of the
The fodder should bo cut
i.
Jia:< asd a car· follow·. It is not dryia^—<ioc»
heredity of vice aud riotous living; not jualitv.
wliilo the grain is in the dough and the
has
nature
that
notice
at
I
eents
BO
the
Druj;n >t produce snecz.iig. La-ge Six·,
kinship.
If 'he crop is heavy, it
been a most persistent inbreeder for all »traw green.
'.·* or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cent· by mail.
takes more time to cure it thau hay.
time, and there is no deterioration going
£LY ii KUTll Ε Hi, 34 Warren Street, New Yo'i.
birds. They
on among the beasts and
Advocate* Field Corn.
are duplicates, one generation with anis the most profitable crop for
Corn
from strong, healthy
Breed
other.
farms wl>ere stock is
stock ; make harmonious nicks, never jur New England
After 30 years' experience I
viulent ones; have an ideal of type; mate raised.
have found the kind that grows in ninety
excellencies; avoid monstrosities and
or Canada corn, as it is called, the
defects and you will soon lind out that jays,
This variety in that time after
best.
he
said;
when
was
right
Bob Ingersoll
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
is ready to harvest, aud in ten
health
planting
nature,
'If we understood
good
more can safely be put iu the crib.
made
be
can
catching, instead of lays
"
The fodder is well cured before frost,
disease.'
jr cold storms, and is of such a superior
quality animals will eat nearly all. I
When one sees the swine of Gentry, fed the fodder from nine acres last year,
'Γ. E. Urr's hens and Hart's cattle—each ind the waste could all have been put in
after more than twenty years of the »n ordinary horse farm wagon.—George
MAINE.
closest inbreeding—and then sees the Peck, New London County, Ct.
cattle on a thousand hills, of all shapes,
Like* Merino*.
form and color, ami with many donations, hardly able to pay for food conAfter a number of years' 'experience
sumed, the result of fresh outcrosses with sheep, will say that I prefer
each generation, or each year for that Merinos. 1 am partial to tine wool
matter, it seems that tradition and beiheep. Merinos are more easily fenced.
lief cannot make a very strong showing
YOU TO SEND US YOU Κ
They can be herded in larger Docks.
raise
Hart
Does
everyin self-defence.
On our rocky New England hills they
thing for breeders'.' No, the defects are will grow and thrive where the coarse
run out and are sold as veals, or as culla^ wool breeds will barely exist.
They
ami have them made Into handsome,
without record or guarantee. Defect- have heavier fleeces, more pounds of
desirable
#
ive cows go for beef—sure. In this way wool being obtained considering the
nature's "survival of the fittest" is feed and care expended in raising it.—F.
carried out to the letter. I said to this H. Hanchett, New Hampshire.
at about one half the co't of any rug
expert: "How can a common farmer
M.
you can buy. Send for booklet
with few dollars secure something like
The only thing short this year, except
this uniformity?" "Oh, pick out some the bear speculators, is the apple crop.
NOVELTY RIK1 CO.,
with
longest milking But old Virginia and northeastern
of the best cows
368 Congre** Street.
and
MAINE.
periods, get the best bred dairy bull you Arkansas are yet to be heard from,
PORTLAND.
can get and keep him ten years if you they raise mighty nice apples in those
We hope the average maybe
can and breed back to him for three sections.
as it is
generations. The first calves are half k»pt up by the outlying sections,
what you wanted. The next generation too bad to think of a scarcity of apples
will be three quarter bloods, and the when all the other things are so abunreeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem third 87 per cents. Prepotency will be dant.
lock and Poplar, delivered on car* al three times confirmed; eighty-seven relaA Franklin, Me., resident would like
any R. R. Station from Pownal tc Bethel tives, with their influences, gone and to know if the
squirrel families all froze
the coming year.
only a doz^n left. GeJ a lot her bull of t·· death last winter. In a 20-inilo
E. W. PEVLEY, Went Paris.
the same family and keep on raising the
through tne forest one dav not
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
best all the time, and with the outlay of tramp
ago, he did not discover a single
long
secured
have
sire
a
first
you
1150 for
May 30, 1904.
and has not seen but one this
be sure your bull squirrel
your prize. Mind this;
\e.tr, and that one was lugging acorn»
of
dairy
heredity,
of
a
beast
is
quality,
PARKER'S
from a tree near hi· home. Are they as
health and vigor." "Do you think that
HAIR balsam
scarce throughout other Motions of New
to
take
[CImdm and braut.fe* the hair.
be
will
up
likely
the
dairyman
Promu!·· · luxuriant çnmth.
?
Never Fail· to Beaton» Ο ray
with this later idea in dairy cow de- England
Hair to it· Youthful Col r.
establishand
Conn., dairyman, writA
h.»:r
Λ
hereditary
Wilmington,
diaeaae·
«ca
p
velopment
1 Cure*
mc, and I Leo at
ment?" "Well, not until he gets the ing the Jersey Bulletin, says: Cows,
idea out of his head that mixing breeds good ones, are scarce and high. I
will result in combining the excellencies notice the cows in farmers' herds are of
NOTICE.
the
of each and eradicate all defects; tha> better quality now than ever, and
33, 1905 any cow will nick in all right in the farmers are carrying more cows now
Paris, Maine,
and that beef is what a dairyman with the help of the silo. The farms
All persons are hereby forhiddei ι dairy,
is after first and milk is secondary."— are showing less brush, cleaner fields,
of
Colum
très pa «sing on the
better buildings. Why?
John Gould, Ohio, in Tribune Farmer.
MAINE.
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Good Roads First.
We have arrived at such a high state
of clvilizition and invention, says the
Baltimore American, that we are talking
of the near solution of aerial travel, but
we have not yet got so far as to have a
general system of good roads.

Captain Eri shouted hilariously.
"Good boy. Perez !" he cried. "Goiu' to
be the first oh'oiin' ?"
"Not uuIcsj it's my luck, Erl, We'll
all three match for it. same as we do
'bout wasklu' the dishes."
"Allele i.re you goiu' to find a wife?"

OHAPTElt I.

"EREZ." observed Captain Erl
cheerfully. "I'm tryin' to

average up with the mistakes of Providence."
The captain was seated by the open
door of the dining room in the rocker
with the patched caue seat. He was

apparently very busy doing something
witli a piece of fish line and a pair of
Captain
long legged rubber boots.
Perez, swinging back and forth in the

parlor

rocker with the

patchwork

cushat α

ion. was pulling deliberately
wooden pipe, the bowl of which was
carved into the likeness of a very
rakish damsel with a sailor's cap set
upon the side of lier once liaxen head.
In response to his companion's remark
lie lazily turned his sunburned face toward the cane seated rocker aud In-

quired:

"What on airth
them boots?"

are

you doin' with

Captain Lri tied a knot with his Angers aud teeth and then held the boots
out at arm's length.
"Why, Perez," he said, "I'm averagin' up. same as I told you. Providence made me a two legged critter, and
a two legged critter needs two boots.
I've always been able to find one of
Ihene l»oots right off whenever I want-

ed it. but it's took me so plaguy long
to find the other one that whatever
wet there was dried up afore I got out
of the house. That's why I'm split-in'
'em together this way. 1 dou't want
to promise notbin' rash, but I'm in
hopes that even Jerry can't lose 'em
now."

Terez.
that plan.
lose both of

"Ilumph!" crunted Captain
of

sign painter—reNl>.«!*tlvpl.v representing the roasting
packet Hannah M., Eri Hedge master,
ami tlie flsl.ing schooners (ieorgie Baker. Jeremiah Burgess master, and '.fie
Flying Duel;, Perez Ityder rnas.w
were shrouded iu a very realistic fog
of the same dust. Even the imposing
flit lettered set of "Lives of Great Naval Commanders," purchased by Captain l'erez some months before and being slowly paid for on un apparently
never ending installme
plan, was
cloaked with it. The heap of newspa»>ers shoved under the couch to get
br;:-.!i

"I don't think much
'Stead of losin' one you'll
'em."
If
"Yes. but then I shan't care.
there ain't no boots in sight I'll go
It's the
barefoot or stay at home.
kind of respousibleness that goes with
liaviu' one boot that's weariu' me out.
Where is Jerry?"
I
"He went out to feed Lorenzo.
heard him callln' a minute ago. That
cat ain't been home seuce noon, and

Jerry's worried."

A stentorian shout of "Puss! Puss!
Come,
kitty, kitty, kitty!" came
from somewhere outside. Captain Erl

smiled.
"I'm 'fraid Lorenzo's glttin' dissipated in his old age," be observed. Then
as a fat gray cat shot past the door:
"There he is!
Ueg'lar prodigal son.
Comes home when the fatted caTs

ready."

of

the

local

tî.i m out of tlie way peeped forth in a
telltale manner. The windows were
not too clean, and the floor needed
sweeping. Incidentally the supjwr table had not been cleared. Each one of
the three noted these things, and each
sighed. Then Captain Eri said, as if
to change the
had spoken:

subject, though

no one

"What started you talkin' about the
grave, Perez? Was it them clam fritters of Jerry's?"
"So." answered the ex-skipper of the
Flying Duck, pulling at ids grizzled
scrap of throat whisker and looking
rather shamefaced. "You see, M'lissy
Bustced dropped in a few miuutes this
morniu' while you fellers was out,

aud"—

Eri aud Captain Jerry
a hilarious shout.
"Haw, haw!" roared the former, slapping his knee. "I wouldn't be so fascinatin' us you be for no money, Perez.
She'll have you yit; you can't git away!
But. say, I don't wonder you got to
thinkin' 'bout the grave. Ten minutes
of M'lissy gits me thinkin' of things
'way t'other side of that!"
"Aw, beiay there, Eri!" protested
"
'Twuu't my
Captain Perez testily.
fault. I didn't see her comin' or I'd
Both
set up

Captain

have got out of sight."
"W'liut was it this time?" asked Captuin Jerry.
"Oh, a little of everything. She be-

gun ubout the 'beautiful' sermon that
Mr. l'erlcy preached ut the lust 'Come
Outers' meetln*. That was what started nil· thinkin' about the grave, I guess.
Then she pitched into Setli Wiugate's
wife for havln' a new buunit this season when the old one wuu't ha'f wore
out. She talked for ten minutes or so
oil that, and then she begun about I'urLer beiu' let go over ut the cable station and about the new feller that's
She's
been signed to take bis place.
all for Parker.
Says he was a 'perfectly lovely' man uud that 'twas outrageous the way he was treated, aud
all that sort of thing."
"She aiu't tbe ouly oue that thinks
so," observed (,'aptain Jerry. "There a

of folks iu this towu tbatthiuk
L'arker was a mighty line feller."
"Yes," said Captain Erl, "and it's
worth while notieiu' who they be.
Perez's frleud M'ilssy thinks so, and
Squealer Wlxou and his gang think
so, and Web Saunders thinks so, and
a

heap

a

lot more like 'eiu.

Parker

was too

good a feller, that's what was the matter with him. His talk always reminded me of wash day at the poorhouselots of soft soap with plenty of lye in
it"

"Well, M'lissv says that tbe meu over
the station—all except Langley, of
course—are mad as all git-out because
to

l'arker was let go, and sbe says somebody told somebody else, and somebody

Tueic

uni fi

ijcnciui mugit

A moment later Captain Jerry apIle eu·
peared. milk pitcher lu LauJ.
the
lered tlie dining room and, putting
forpitcher dowu ou tlie table, pulled
ward the urui'-hair with the paiuted
own
sunset on the back, produced his
to huut through
and
proceeded
pipe
after the other with a trouone

pocket
bled expression

of countenance.
"Where lu tunket id my terbacker?"
of
he asked after liuisbiug the round
'· und preparing to begin all over

pocket
again.

a
"1 see it on the top of the clock

ud Captain I'ercz.
spell ag
"Was ι lint yours, Jerry?" exclaimed
bad! 1
Oapl.i.n Kri. "Well, that's too
'twas mine.
■χν it t!i»-:v and thought
Here 'tis, cr what's left of it."
of a
('..ptain .f.vry took the remnant
in an
rlug f;o:a hi.; friend and said
;;

•ggrlevel

tone:

Never
"Thai's jest like you, Erl!
haw a j.îai..· for notbi:;' and help your·
e.f to anything you happen to want,
i...;!:»· no odds whose 'tii. Why
don't you lake cure of your torbacker.
same's I do of mine?"
"Xo.v, see here, Jerry, I ain't so sure
that is yours. Let me see it. Ilumph!
aud
I thought so! This is 'Navy Flug,'
'Sailor's Sweetyou always smoke
heart.' Talk about havlu' a place for

things!"

"That's my terbacker, If you want to
know," observed Captain I'erez. "I've

got yours, Erl. Here 'tis."
"Well, then, where is mine?" said
Captain Jerry somewhat snappishly.
"Bet a dollar you've got It in your

said Captain Erl.
I ain't quite a
"Bet $10 I ain't!
fool ylt, Erl Hedge. I guess I know.
Well, I enuin! I forgot that upper vest
pocket." And from the pocket menJerry produced the
tioned

pocket,"

Captain

missiug tobacco.
There was a

Captain Jerry

general laugh, in which
obliged to join, and

was

the trio smoked in silence for a time,
while the expanse of water to the eastward darkened and the outer beach became but a dusky streak separating the
At length
ocean from the Inner bay.
Captain Peres rose and, knocking the
ashes from his pipe, announced that be

else told somebody else, and somebody
else told her—she says It come reel
straight—that the men are goin* to
make it hot for the new feller when he
comes. She says his uame's Ilazeltlne,
or somethiu* like that, and that he's
goin" to get here tomorrer or next day."
"Well," said Captain Erl, "It's a mercy M'iissy found it out. If that man
should git here and she not know It

aforehand 'twould kill her

sure as

fate,

and think what a blow that would be
to you. Perez!"
He took his old fashioned watch from
his pocket and glanced at the dial.
"I mustn't be settin* round here
much longer." he added. "John Baxter's goln* to have that little patch of
cranberry swamp of his picked tomorrer and he's expectlu' some barrels
down on tonight's train. John asked
me to git Zoetb Cahoon to cart 'em
'.own for him. but I ain't got nothln*
tipeelal to do tonight, bo I thought I'd
hitch up and go and git 'em myself.
You and Jerry can match cents to see
Mho does the dishes. I did 'era last
night, so It's my watch below."
•■Well, I shan't do 'em," declared
Capiaiu Tcrez. "Blessed If I'd do the
durn things tonight If the president of
ihe United States asked me to."

"Humph!" sputtered Captain Jerry.

"I s'pose you fellers think I'll do em
nil the time. If you do you're mistook.
Unit's all. 'Twan't last night you done
I
'em. Erl; 'twas the night afore.
done *em last night and I'm ready to
take my chances ag'ln If we match,
but I'm Jiggered If I let you shove the
whole thing off on to me. I didn't
for cook no more'n the rest of

ship
you."

Neither of the others saw fit to anthis declaration of Independence
and there was a pause in the conversation. Then Captain Jerry said moodswer

ily:

"It ain't no use. It don t work.
"What don't work?" asked Captain
Eri.
"Why, this plan of ours. I thought
when we fellers give up goln' to sea
reg'lar and settled down here to keep
house ourselves and live economical
and all that, that 'twas goln' to be
flue. I thought I wouldn't mind doln

uiv share of the work a bit, thought
'twould be kind of fun to swab decas
and all that. Well, 'twas for a spell,
but 'taln't now. I'm so sick of it that
I don't know what to do. And I m
sick of llvln' In a pigpen too. Look

dirty
at them deadlights! They're
going to "show a glim."
out in the
"Yes. go ahead, Jerry!" said Captain that when I turn
and go to look through 'em I can t tell
Erl. "It's gittln· dark."
weather or fair."
"Ifs darker in the grave," observed whether It's foul
Captain Erl looked at the windows
Captain Perez, with lugubrious philostoward which his friend pointed and
ophy.
signed assent.
have
let's
land's
sake,
the
"Then, for
"There's no use talkln'," he observed,
It light while we can! Here, Jerry,
"we've
got to have a steward aboard
this.
Jlhem matches is burnt ones! Try
craft."
this
'Twon't be so damagln' to the morals."
"Yes." said Captain Pere* emphatCaptain Jerry took the proffered match
One
icilly "a steward of a woman.
fastened
bracket
the
two
lamps
lit
and
Drive a nail in each side of the stall,
of us 'U have to git married, that's
The
room.
of
the
walls
dining
high enough np to be out of the horse's to the
was ship- a!!."
teach, and hang the lantern on this room, seen by the lamplight,
"Married!" roared the two In chorus.
when cleaning him off in the morning like. but as decidedly not shipshape.
"1 hat's what 1 said, married, and
before daylight. Always hang the lan- The chronometer on the mantel was I
I
board In this house.
tern up; never set it down on the floor. obscured by a thick layer of dnst. The take the others to
11,00k here, now! Wheu a shipwrecked
—Farm Journal.
three gorgeous oil paintings—from tht
was

so

noon

mall."

till I ovoshnui my kit."
He wci.t i::t.> the front bedroom, and
through t!.'.· ν.·οη door they could see
hi;a tuni:.:g ever the contents of the
chest will» 1\ It. in I ras.·, nails on the
lid. Mo scattered about him fish lines,
hooks, lead for ! inkers, oilcloth Jackets,
whales' ter;h and various other art!
cles. and at length came back bearing
a much crumpled sheet of printed pa-

said Jabea
Smalley, a member of the committee
whose standing was somewhat impaired. inasmuch as he went fishing occasionally and was therefore obliged to
miss suine of the meetings, "what kind
of a fit John Baxter would have now
He s been pretty nigh distracted ever
sence Web started his billiard room.
of sin* and a whole
Jt a
lot more names. There ain't been a
Come Outers' meetin" eeuce I don't
know when that he ain't pitched 1»*,

bands."

Captain Erl put on his spectacles and
hitched his chair up to the table. After
giving the pages of the Nuptial Chime
a hurried inspection he remarked:·
"Thr "e seems to be a strong runuiif
to 'vi-va-ei-ous brunettes' and 'blonds
tender

with

tions.'

romantic

and

"

disposi-

hush up, Eri! 'Taiu't likely I'd
want to write to any of 'em in there.
The thing for us to do would be to
write out a advertisement of our own,
tell what sort of woman we want and
then set back amd wait for answers.

"Oh,

Now, what do you say?"

Eri looked at the advocate
of matrimony for a moment without
speaking. Then he said, "Do you really

Captain

it, Perez?"
"Sartin 1 do."
"What do you think of it, Jerry?"
"Think it's a good idee," said that
ancient mariner decisively. "We've got
to do souiethiu', and this looks like the
mean

only sensible thing."

'•Then Eri's got to do it!" asserted

"We
Captain Perez dogmatically.
agreed to stick together, and two to
one's a vote. Come on now, Erl, we'll
match."

Captain Eri hesitated.
"Come on, Erl!" ordered Captain Jerry. "Ain't goin* to mutiny, are you?"
"I'll
"All right," said Captain Eri.
stick to the ship.
Only," he added,
with a quizzical glance at his companions, "it's got to be settled that the
feller that's stuck can pick his wife and

don't have to marry unless he finds one
that suits him."
The others agreed to this stipulation,

Captain Perez, drawing a long
breath, took a coin from his pocket,
fiipped it in the air and covered it as it
fell on the table with a big, hairy hand.
Captain Eri did likewise; so did CapThen Captain Eri lifted
tain Jerry.
and

his hand and showed the coin beneath. It was a head. Captain Jerry's
Under Captain Perez's
was a tall.
hand lurked the hidden fate. The captain's lips closed in a grim line. With
a desperate glance at the others, he

jerked his hand away.
The peony lay bead uppermost. Captain Jerry was "stuck."
Captain Eri rose, glanced at bis
watch, and, taking bis bat from tbe
shelf where tbe «dishes should have
been, opened the door. Before he went
out, however, he turned and said:
"Perez, you and Jerry can be fixln'
up tbe advertisement while I'm gone.
You can let me see It when I come
back. I say, Jerry," L<- added to the
"sacrifice," who eat gazing at the pennies on the table In α sort of trance,
"don't feel bad about It. Why, when
you come to think of it, it's a providence It turned out that way. Me anil
Perez are bachelors, and we'd be Jest
But you're a able seagreen bands.
You know what It Is to manage
man.
u wife."
"Yes, I do." groan 3d Captain Jerry
lugubriously. "Durn it, that's jest It!"
Captain Kri was chuckling as, lantern in baud, be passed around tbe
corner of tbe little white house on the
lie chuckled all
way to the barn.
through the harnessing of Daniel, the

venerable white horse. lie ν < still
chuckling as, perched on tbe μ ..ι of the
"truck wagon," he rattled and shook
out of the yard and turned into tbe
sandy road that led up to the village.
CIlAI'TEIl

II.

IIEllE Is lu Orham a self appointed committee whose
duty it Is to see the train

Τ

come

receive

no

in.

The committeemen

salary for their services.

The sole compensation Is the pleasure
derived from tbe sense of duty done.

lifelong
Wixou, a
Mr. Squealer
member of this committee, was the
first to sight Captain Eri as the latter
strolled across tbe tracks into the circle of light from the station lamps.
The captain had moored Daniel to a
picket in tlie fence over by tbe freight
bouse. Ile bad beard tbe clock in the
belfry of tbe Methodist church strike
8 as he drove by that edifice, but he
beard no whistle from the direction of
the West Orham woods, so he knew
that tbe down train would arrive at
its usual time- that Is, from fifteen to
twenty minutes behind its schedule.
"Hey!" shouted Mr. Wixou, with en-

"Here's C'ap'n Eri! Well,
thusiasm.
cap, how's she lieadin'V"
"
'Bout no'theast by uo'th," was tin·
"Kunnin' fair, but with
calm

reply.

lookout for wind ahead."
"Hain't got a spare chaw nowheres
about you, have you, cap'n?" anxiously Inquired Biuey Ilatcheldor. Mr.
Batcheldor is called "Bluey" for the
reason that Mr. Wlxon is called
"Squealer," and that reason bas been
forgotten for years.
Captain Kri obligingly produced a
black plug of smoking tobacco, and Mr.
Batchcl.'.or bit off two-thirds and re-

same

Bad Blood I

b responsible for most of
the diseases and ailments of j

morn,1| the human system, ft

se-

riously affects

every organ
and fonction, causes catarrh*

dyspepsia, rheumatism,
weak, tired, languid feelings
and

worse

troubles.

Take

Hood's Sarsaparilk

and enriches

which purifies
the blood as nothing else can

"Yes." a little Impatiently.
"Why
ebouldn't they? So many blocks till I
got to the main street or road, and so
many more till I got somewhere else,
and then straight on."
"Blocks, hey? That's Joe Bartlett.
That boy ought to be mastheaded, and
I've told Terez so more'n once. Well,

After adjusting
the morsel so that it might interfere iu
the least degree with his vocal macuinery he drawled:
"I eal'late you ain't heard the new*,
Eri. Web Saunders has got hie original package license. It come on the

turned the balance.

asked

per.
"There! There she is! 'The Nup-ti-al
Chime. A Journal of Matrimony.' 1
see a piece about It in the lierald the
other day and sent a dime for a sample copy. It's chock full of advertisements from women that wants hus-

NUMBER 45.

χ

The captain turned sharply toward
"Is that a fact?" he
the speaker.
asked. "Who told you?"
"See It myself. So did Squealer nnd
a whole lot more. Web was showin' it

Cupuln Jc;:-y.
"Now, tL..;·.·· j t v.-L-it I'm goin* to
show you. I we how things was goin',
and I've Lee:: thinkin* this over for a
eo::siùc:aL.e >; oii. Hold on a minute
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of the other two."

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

Wanted.

Nasal

crew's starvm one oi em una to be
sacrificed for the good of the rust, and
that's what we've gat to Uo. Cue of us
has got to git married for the benoilt

Importation of Pure-bred Stock.

World's Sheep Shortage.
Painsville, Ohio. Recently the writer
Can you give mo the decrease in sheep
was one of a party of about eeventy-tive
the world during the past
men from all parts of the United States ibroughout
J. L. B.
live or ten years?
—even Texas—to visit the farm aud see

Κ Κ KICK A PAKK.

BETHEL,
A I'Uaon β. derrick.
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SOUTH

round."
"We

.if

maybe?"

Sow, when he hears that

that saloon.

K0ln' t0 8011

ke'll bust a

n,,n

b lier sure."

The committee received this proph-

ecy with a hilarious shout of approval. and each member began to talk.
Captain Eri took advantage of this simultaneous expression of opinion to
walk away.
l· row the clump of blackness that Indicated the beginning of the West Orham woods came a long drawn, dismal
toot," then two shorter ones. The
committee sprang to its feet and leaked interested. Sam Hardy came out of

"What

drummers'

There were two young men.
evidently, who nodded to Hardy and
seemed very much at home. Also
there was another young man. smooth
shaven and square shouldered, who

suit case on the platform
and looked about him with the air of
being very far from home Indeed.
The drummers got into the stage
young man with the suit case
picked up the latter and walked toward the same vehicle. He accosted
the sharp boy. who had lighted an-

deposited

a

other crsarette.
"Can you direct me to the cable station?" he asked.
Sure thing!" said the youth, and
there was no ( ape Co«l twist to his

accent. "Oit aboard."
"I didn't intend to ride," said
stranger.

'·-«

"Yes, if It's not fur."
The l>oy grinned, and tlie

TPnlbVI

mem here

of

tion seemed to have caused considerable excitement.
"Oh, it ain't too far!" said the stage
driver. Then he added, "Say, you're
the new electrician, ain't you':"
The young man hesitated l'or a moment. Then he said, "Yes," and sug-

gested, "I asked the way."
"Two blocks to the right. That's the
main road.
Keep on that for four
blocks, then turn to the left, and if
you keep on straight ahead you'll get

to the station."
"Blocks?" The stranger smiled. "I
think you must be from New York."
"Do you?" inquired the youthful
prodigy, climbing to the wagon seat.
"Don't forget to keep straight ahead
after you turn off the main road. Cit

So long, fellers!"
The square shouldered young man
looked after the equipage with an odd
expression of countenance. Then he
shrugged his shoulders, picked up the
suit case and walked off the platform
into the darkness.
A little later Captain Eri. with a

dap!

dozen new, clean smelling cranberry
barrels in the wagon behind him, drove
slowly down the "depot road." It was
a clear night, but there was no moon,
and Orham was almost at its darkest,
which is very dark indeed. The "depot
road" (please bear in miiul that there
are no streets in Orhaui) was full of
ruts, and although Daniel knew his
(lie
way and did his best to follow it
cranberry barrels rattled and shojk in
lively fashion. There are few homes
near the station, and the dwellers in
them consciously refrain from showing
lights except in the ends of the buildings furthest from the front. Stranbut
gers are inclined to wonder at this,
when they become better acquainted
with the town and its people they come
to know that front gates and parlors
are, by the majority of the inhabitants,
restricted in their use to occasions such

funeral

or

possibly

a

wedding.

It is from the hill by the Methodist
church that the visitor to Orham gets
his best view of the village. It is all
about him and, for the most part, below him. At night the tiny red speck
in the distance that goes and comes
again Is the flashlight at Setucklt point,
and the twinkle on the horizon to the

south is the beacon of the lightship on
Sand Hill hhoal.
It may be that the young man with
the square shoulders and the suit case
had paused at the turn of the road by
the church to listen to the song of the
At any rate, he was there, and
sea.
when Captain Erl steered Daniel and
the cranberry barrels around the corner and Into the main road he stepped
out and lulled.

"I'm
afraid I'm mixed In my directions. The
stage driver told me the way to the
cable station, but I've forgotten whether he said to turn to the right when I

"I%beg your pardon," he said.

reached here or to the left."
Captain Erl took bis lantern from the
floor of the wagon and held it up. He
had seen the stranger when the latter
left the train, but he had not heard the
dialogue with Joslah Bartlett, the stage

boy.

"How was you cal'latin' to go to the
station?" he asked.
"Why, I intended to walk."
"Did you tell them fellers at the depot that you wanted to walk?"

"Certainly."

•lift* ^Hîîcîït^·^ I the"Well,
direction?"

I swan!

And they give you

1

Walkt"

1 lie station's on the outer
there's a ha'f mile of prettj
wet water between here and there."
The youug man whistled. "You don't

mean

I

!

it!" he exclaimed.

"I «artin do unless there's been an
almighty drought since I left the house.
If you'll ,ίιιιιιρ in
I tell you what!
here with me and don't mind waltln'
till I leave these barrels at the house
of the man that owns 'em I'll drive you
down to the shore, and maybe find

to row you over—that is,"
with a chuckle, -if you ain't dead set
on walkln'."
The stranger laughed heartily. "I'm
uot so Stubborn as all that." lie said.
"It's mighty good of you. all the same."
"Don't say a word." said the captain.
"Give us your satchel. Now your tlipper. There you are. iîlt d ip, Dan'l!"
Daniel accepted the captain's command in η tolerant spirit, lie paddled
along at a Jog trot for perhaps a hundred yards, and then, evidently feeling
that he had doue all that could he expected, settled back into a walk. The

Homebody

captain turned toward his companion

the seat.
"I don l know as I mentioned it." he
observed, "but my name is Hedge."
"Glad to meet you. Mr. Hedge." said
the stranger.
"My name is Hazel-

en

tine."

"I kind of Jedged it might be when
you said you wanted to git to the cable
station. We heard you was expected."
"Did you? From Mr. Langiey. I

presume."

of course we
"Xo-j: not d'rectly.
knew Parker had been let co and that
somebody would have to take his place.
I guess likely ii was one of the opera
tors that told it fust that you was the
man. but anyhow it got as fur a
M'llssy Husteed. and after that 'twas

plain

You

sailiu".

the I York, don't you'/

the committee, who had been staring
with all their might, grinned also. The
young man's mention of the cable sta-

as a

yitln' to dot

beach, aud

I

n,

you

to tell \ou.

ed up against the platform. Captain
Eri knocked the ashes from his pipe
nnd put that service stained veteran
in his pocket. The train was really,
coming-in" at last.
If this had been an August evening
instead of a Septeml>er one. both train
nnd platform would have been crowded. Rut the butterfly summer maiden
had flitted, and. as Is his wont the
summer man had flitted after her. so
the passengers who alighted from the
two coaches that, with the freight car.
made up the Orham branch train were
few in number and homelv in flavor
*<> say
s,im·
Indhldual with a chin !>eard and rubier boots. whom the committee hailed
as Andy and welcomed to its bosom

gawky.'

trim

mister, I guess maybe you'd better not
try to walk to the cable station tonight.
You see, there's one tiling they forgot

Ills ticket office. The stage driver, a
sharp looking boy of about fourteen
with a disagreeable air of cheap smartness sticking out all over him, left his

seat in the shadow of Mr. Rateheldor's
manly form, tossed a cigarette stump
away and loitfed over to the vicinity
of the depot wagon, which was back-

acquaintance.

"Well, I s'posc you wouldn t, uat ral"
cojitlnu.il the captain. "Anyhow,
ly
Perez's niece's liusbaud died, and the
boy sort of run loose, as you might say.
Went to school when he had to and
raised Ned when he didn't, near's I can
find out. 'Llzubeth, that's his ma, died
last spring, and she made I'erez promise-he belug the only relation the
youngster liad-to fetch the boy down
here and sort of bring him up. 1 erez

knows as much ubout briugin' up a
boy us a hen does about the Ten Commandments. and 'Lizabeth made him
promise not to lick the youngster and
School
a whole lot more foolishness.
don't commence here till October, so
we got him a job with Leiu Mullett at
the llv'ry stable. He's boardlu' with
Lem till school opens. He ain t a reel
bad boy. but he knows too much 'bout
some things and not ha'f enough 'bout
others. You've seen fellers like that,

wonderin',"

was

Mr. Hazeîtlne, much amueed, denied

the

New

from

come

Is

this your Hrsi

visit to the Cape?"
"Yes. I hardly know why Γ in In-re
I have been with the cable comnow.
pany at their Xew York ex|»erimciital
i the other
station for some years, :
day tin» general manager called me into
his olilce and told me 1 was expected
to take the position of electrician here,
I thought it might a Id
rience, so I accepted."

to

my expe-

"Humph! Did he say anything about
the general liveliness of things around
the station?"
Mr. Ilazeltine laughed.
"Why." he
answered, "now that you speak of it, I
remember that he began by asking me
if I hail any marked objection to premature burial."
"The outer
The captajn chuckled.
beach In winter ain't exactly a camp
meeting for soclableness." he said.
"And the idea of that iSartlett boy tellIn* you how to walk there!"
"Is he a specimen of your Cape Cod

youngsters V"

"Xot exactly. He's a new shipment
from Xew \ ork. Grandncphcw of a
messmate of mine, Cap'n Perez Uyd-r.
Perez, he s a bachelor. I tit his sister's
daughter married a feller named Bartlett. Maybe you knew him. He used
to run a tugboat in the smnd."

!

Consumption
for

no specific
consumption. Fresh air, exercise, nourishing food and

(J There is

Scott's Emulsion will come
pretty near curing it, if there
is anything to build on. Millions of people throughout the
world are living and in good

health

on one

lung.

fjf From time immemorial the
doctors prescribed cod liver
oil for consumption. Of
course the patient could not
take it in its old form, hence
it did very little good. They
can take

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

and tolerate it for a long
lime. There is no oil, not
excepting butter, so easily
digested and absorbed by the
system as cod liver oil in the
form of Scott's Emulsion,

and that is the reason it is so
helpful in consumption where
its use must be continuous.

We will send you
sample free.
Q Be lure that thii
picture in the form of

label it on the wrapper of e»ery bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

a

a

Hazeltlue nodded. "There are a good
many of that kind in New York. I'm
afraid," he said.
Captain Erl smiled. "I shouldut
wonder." he observed. "The boys down
here think Josiulfs the whole crew, and
the girls ain't fur behind. There s been
more deviltry in this village sonee he
He
landed than there ever was afore
needs «ometbin', and needs It bad, but
I ain't decided Jest what it is yit. Are
you a married man :
"No."
"Same here. Never had t.:e dlse:ise.
Perez, he's had symptoms every once
iu Awhile, but uothiu' lastin". Jerry s
the only one of us three that s
His wife died
through the mill.
twenty year ago. 1 don t know a>
but Jerry and IVrez and me
told
are keeptu' house down by the shore
that is, we call it keep lu* hou»e,
Ilere the captain broke off and

you!

seemed to meditate.
Italph Ilazeltine forbore to Interrupt,
aud occupied himself by scrutinizing

the building that they
They were uearing the

of the
town now, and the houses were closer
together than they had been on the
"depot road," but never so close as to
be In the least crowded. There was au
occasional shop. too. with signs like
"Cape Cod Variety Store" or "lhe
o\ er
Boston Dry Goods Emporium
On the platform of one
their doors.
a small crowd was gathered, and from
the interior came shouts of laughter
and the sound of a tlu-panuy piano.
•That's the billiard saloon." volunteered Captain Erl. suddenly waking
from his trance. "Play pool, Mr. 11azeltineV"
"Sometimes."
"What d'ye play it with?"
"Why, with a cue. generally speak-That sol Most of the fellers iu there
it with their mouths. Miss a shot
ami then spend the rest of the evensu
tellin' how it happened. Park r played

play

it considerable."
••I judge that your opinion of my
predecessor isn't a high one.
"Who?
Oh, Parker! He was all
right in his way. Good many folks
lu this town swore by him. 1 understand the fellers over at the stat-on
thought he was about the ticket."
"Mr. Laugley included?"
"Oh. Mr. Laugley, beiu' manager,

had his own ideas. I s'pose! Laugley
don't play pool much, not at Web
Saunders' place anyhow. We turn in
here."

1 ul'y ruii«*«i tip a long uriveway. very
«lark ηU(1 overgrown with trees, and
drew tip at the back door of a pud
sized two story house. There was a
light in the kitchen wlndoul.
"Whoa, Pan'l!" commanded the captain.
Then he began to shout "Ship
ahoy!" at the top of his lungs.
The kitchen door opened and a man
came out. carrying a lamp, its light
shining full upon his face. It was an
)!d face, a stem face, with white eyebrows and a thin lipped mouth. There

tremble about the
iioweie»·. a
I m that ι ΊιΙ of i: firm health.
"Hello, Joint!" said Captain Erl
heartily. "John, let me n.afce you aeinitiated with Mr. llazeltine. the new
Mr. Hazelman at the cable station.
tine. thitf is my friend. Cap'n John
'vus.

•

Baxter."
The two shook hands, and then t'aptain Mri said:
"John, 1 brought ('own them barrels
for you. Hawkins got 'em here, same
of his
as he always docs, by the skin
teeth. Stand by now. 'cause 1 ve got
stato deliver Mr. Π •""Mine at the

tion. and It's gittin' late."
John Baxter said nothing beyond
thanking his friend for the g >»1 turn,
but he "stood by,' as directed, and the
As
barrels were quickly unloaded.
out of the
they were about to drive
Erl turned in his scut

yard Captain
and said:

"John, guess I'll be up

Jni||Uu

some

time to-

want to talk with ,\oti
about t4iat billiard room business."
The lamp In Baxter's hand sln»ok.
"God A'mighty's got his eye on that
Erl Hedge." he shouted, "and
morrow.

I

place,
on

them that's runnlu' It!"

••'Hint's all right." said the captain.
we
"Then the Job's in good hands, and
ain't got to worry. Good night!"
But in spite of this assurance Hazelsilent
tine noticed that his driver was
and preoccupied until they reached the
he
end of the road by the shore, when
standbrought the willing Panlel to a
to
still and announced that it was time
•'change cars."
the
It is a fifteen minute row from
and
beach,
Capouter
the
to
mainland
time.
tain Erl made It on schedule
Hnzeltine protested that he

was

used

boat and could go alone and rebut the
turn the dory in the morning,
of it. The dory
hear
wouldn't
captain
slid up on the sand, and the passenger
climbed out.
"There's the station," said the capwintain, pointing to a row of lighted
"It is
dows a quarter of a mile away.
walkstraight ahead this time, and the
in's better'n It has been for the last
to a

flood night!"
The electrician put his hand in his
withdrew it,
pocket, hesitated and then
empty.
"I'm very much obliged to you for all
this," he said. "I'm glad to have made
we shall
1
your acquaintance, and hope
few minutes,

each other often."
"Same here!" said the captain heartionce
ly. "We're likely to git together
In awhile, seelu' as we're next door
as
neighbors, right across the r>>:.d,

see

berth over
you might say. That's my
see them lights. It's
where
you
yonder,
the road
Jest round the corner from
Good
we drove down last. Good night!
luck to you!"
And be settled himself for the row
borne

(TO

Chemists

50c. and f 1, all

center

ing."

Scott & Bowne
409 Pearl Street
New York

passing.

were

BE
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All For Him.

"Your fiancee seems to have α will
Of her own."
"Yes. aud sometimes I half regret
that I'm the sole lieneflclary."—I'hila-

delphla

Tress.

BackfMd.
Rev. Mr. Athearn went to Maasachusetta laat week, returning with a wife.
Φχίονά
Rev. Mr. Pottle exchanged palpita with
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Rev. Mr. Clifford of South Paria laat
Sabbath.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Robert Tyler has moved from the
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, NOV. 7,1906.
Thomee rent to that of Hamden Allen.
Paris H11L
George Packard haa taken a rent over
C. H. Tuttle'e ahoe shop.
ATWOOD A FORBES,
Fred Davee ia to move from North Hill
First Baptist Church, Reτ. Β. Ο. Taylor, pa* tor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:4ft a. M. Sunday to Mrs. Betsey Heraey'a rent.
UHwi tad PwfrMwr·.
School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening Service at
Hon. £. L. Parria and wife have re7:90 p. m. T. P. S. C. E. Tueauay evening.
A. E. rouse.
ttsosos M. ATWOOD.
been in town. Mrs. Parria seems
Cove30.
at
7
cently
Thursday
evening
Prayer Meeting
nant Meeting the last Friday before the lat to have a taate for the antique.
Sunday of the month at 2:90 P. it. All not
A sword and scrabbard was unearthed
Tuuu —41.50 a year If paid strictly In advance. otherwlee connected are cordially Invited.
for layUnlvenallat Church.
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cent»
Sunday School every while excavating near the depot
ESTABLISHED 18SS.

democrat,

$î«

All legal advertisements
Advxktmxxknt· :
are riven three connective insertions for tLBO
column. Special contracts
of
In
wch
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertla
—

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

Sunday

at 10:49

a.

M.

Mrs. Ε. H. Barton of Cincinnati, O., is
the gueet of her aunt, Mrs. M. R. Marble.
Mrs. Clarence Hallett and Misa Clara
era.
Thurston of Boeton are visiting Mrs. E.
Jos PRisTise :—New type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low prices H. Jackson.
combine to make this department of our basiEdward C. Slattery has purchased
nets complete and popular.
from Hannah Kavanaugh the homestead
of the late Alonzo and Margaret Brown
in this village. Mr. Slattery's youngest
Coming Events.
will
son, Edward, is to occupy it and
Bolster's
Pomona
Grange,
Nov. 7.—Oxford
move his family from South Paris this
Mills.
Nov. 7, >—Samantha Alien at the Court of Fame, week.
Albion Andrews has moved into the
Oj«era House, South Paris.
Nov. 14,15, id.—Annual meeting of Maine State south rent at
Wallace H. Cummings1
Poinologlcal Society, Grange Hall, Canton.
house.
Nov. SO —Thanksgiving.
A golf cape was lost one day last week
from the Paris Hill stage at some point
Thanksgiving.
between South Paris and The Beeches.
The tinder will please leave it at the
THB PKESlliKXr'S PROCLAMATION.
Paris Bill post office or at the Democrat
When nearly three centuries ago the tlrst «et
Paris.
tiers came to the country which has now become office at South
On Friday afternoon, Nov. 10, at 2:30
this great republic, they fronted not only hardto
tneir
risk
terrible
ship and i>rtvatb>n. but
o'clock, the Ladies' Aid will meet in
lives. In those grim years the custom grew of
Hall. Supper will be served
setting a|>art one day'ln each year for a special Cummings
service of thanksgiving to The Almighty for pre
at 6:30 o'clock. This will be a "belated
seasons.
the
changing
nerving the people through
and all are expected to come and
Toe custom has now become national and allow- picnic11
A good time is
We live In easier and bring something nice.
ed by Immemorial usance.
the
forefathers,
more plentiful times than our
expected in the evening. Admission
men who with rugged strength faced the rugged
are ten cents.
dare; and yet the dangers to national life
In our
Dr. M. M. Houghton, who has been in
>iu!tc a.- great now as at any previous timea
once
that
year
It
Is
eminently dttlug
the Central Maine General Hospital for
history.
our people should set apart a 'lav for praise and
treatment of spinal difficulties, returned
thanksgiving to the Giver of Good, and, at the
last week wearing a glass cast. She will
same time, that they express their thankfulness
for the abundant mercies received, :>houl<l man- be able to attend to her office practice as
and
pledge usual.
fully acknowledge their shortcomings
themselves solemnly and in good faith to strive
Mrs. Jennie Tucker is visiting with
During the past year we
to overcome them.
Our Miss Dr.
have been blessed with bountiful crops.
Houghton for an indefinite
No
other
has
been
great.
butdnese prosperity
of ma- time.
people has ever stood on as high a level
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office,
terial well being as ours now stands. We are not
threatened by foes from without. The foes from Nov. 1st:
wnom we should pray to be delivered arc our
Mrs. Ernest Meg#».
own passions, appetites and follies, an 1 agalost
Mr. Lester Cowan.
these there ts always need that we should war.
loth
the
POSTALS.
"set
1
now
Therefore
apart Thursday,
Elmer Lane.
•lay of this November, as aday of thanksgiving for
that
and
on
future
the
tor
of
and
the past
prayer
•J. Irvlug Penlcy.
day I ask that throughout the land the people
Mr. Frederick 6. Rldeout.
Caroline P. Harlow, P. M.
gather In their homes and places of worship,
and In rendering thank* unto the Most High for
the manifold blessings of the past vear, conseThe following books in addition to
honor
crate themselves to a life of cleanliness,
those previously reported, have been
and wisdom, so that this nation may do Its allotted work on the earth In a mauner worthy of added tu the library :
those who founded It and of those who preserved It.
lu witness whereof I have hereunto set m y
hand and cause·! the seal of the Culted stales to
be affixed.
Done at the city of Washlngton this second
day of November In the year of Our Lord, one
thousand nine hundred and live, and of the Independence of the United States the one hundred
aud thirtieth.
SEAL.

(Sinned * THEODORE ROOSKVELT.
By the President.
ELIHl* HOOT.
Secretary of State.

: Squire Hellraan.
θα the Height».
Blackmore, R. D. : Alice Lorraine.
Core lit, Marie: Yeu'letta.
Craddock. C. E. The Bushwhackers.
Ebera, George : The Bride of the Slle.
Hawthorne, N*. : Twtce-TQld Tales.
I-ham. Frederick: The Strollers.
Iron, Ralph: An Atricûn Κarm.
Loti, Pierre: Kamuntcho.
Pemberton. M. : Beatrice of Venice.
Sheldon : Richard Bruce.
Stone, H. 3.: [pub.] Chap-Book.

Aho, ■)uhnnl

Auerbach, Β

Hamlin,

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
What About Pur Coats?
Thomas Smiley'».
Hot Water Bottle.
Rhode Island Reds.
Dr. Parmenter.
Wanted.
Furs.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Lost.
Notice.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS.
M.S.: Nan at Camp Chlcopee.
Nan In the City.
Nan's Chlcopee Children.
Catharine's Proxy.
LITERATURE.

Ginn, K'iwla:
Sargent, J. O.:

[pub.]

ftran.]

H1STORÏ

Selection-» from Kuskln
The Last Knight.

A.ND TRAVELS.

Barrows, S. J. : Isles and Shrines of Greece.
Bartlett, A. L.: A Golden Way.
King. Moses: King's Hand-book of Boston.
Leonuwens, A. H. : English Governess at
Siamese Court.
Talne, H. A. : A Tour Through the Pyrenees.
Taylor, B. : Egypt and Iceland.

Here and There.
A play by George
ed to be too much
was stopped by the
first performance.
rotten.

FICTION.

Bernard Shaw provfor New York, and Kits, J.

authorities after the
It must be pretty

The two continuous storm centres of
war news in these times are Fall River
and Russia. Apparently the present
situation in both is peace, but whether
it is permanent in either is something of
Peace in both places seems
a question.
to have numerous strings to it.
Some papers are kicking at the reprehensible habit of being late at places of

Now let's kick a little
amusement.
about the other end of the show. At
two plays recently given in this vicinity
by companies on the mad, there was not
a sign of life about the stage until 8:35
p. st., although the audience had l«ng
been in place and had been noisily calling for the curtain for fifteen or twenty
minutes.

Judging from the testimony before
the investigating committee, the Vermont state prison might without great
inappropriateness have been termed the
Temple of Venus.
Patent medicines which contain too
a percentage of alcohol are soon to
be placed in the category of intoxicating
liquors by the government, and manufacturers and dealers will have to pay
taxes accordingly. The move involves
considerable change in conditions, and
the manufacturers of remedies are trying to find out where the line is to be
drawn.
This the government itself
doesn't seem to know, as yet only formulating the general principle that those
remedies which are practically liquors in
disguise will be reckoned as such, while
those which are strictly medicines will be
exempt. That is somewhat like the

-«

large

general principle employed by political
economists for determining the relative
share of capital and labor in the product
—that each is entitled to that portion
which it produces. It is in applying the
principle, and deciding the relative proportions in any concrete case, that the

trouble lies.

patent medicines
Undoubtedly
ought to be classed as beverages, while
others emphatically ought not to. On
one point the public should not be misled. The fact that a remedy contains
alcobol is not sufficient to condemn it.
The alcohol may be essential to the compounding and preserving of the medicine, and the presence of a quantity of it
does not necessarily make the medicine
desirable or even possible as a beverage.
Compounds which could be used as
beverages, or even which were designed
for that purpose, have been put out
under the name of medicine, and it is
against such that the proposed action of
the government is directed.
some

A young man in New York who had
been scratched by the teeth of a little pet
dog, imagined himself to have hydrophobia. lie was thrown into acute
hysteria by his fear, and eventually died
from congestion of the brain. This is
one of the most striking examples of
the power of the imagination ever re-

corded.

It wasn't anything strange that when
American admiral hunting in China
accidentally filled a Chinese woman with
a charge of bird shot, a mob of Chinese
attacked the admiral's party and took
away their guns. Of course it wasn't
just the lawful course to pursue, but it's
easy to guess what would have happened if the situation had been reversed.
Later dispatches report that the affair
has been "adjusted," and it won't be
necessary to make a display of force in
any Chinese harbor.
an

HIOGKAPHY.

ing

the

pipe.

It

might

have been the

"aword of Bunker Hill," who knows?
Howard Holmes of Auburn

town

waa

in

Wednesday.

Bridgham informs us that in rows
of potatoes three rods long he got five
pounds less potatoes where he used
phosphate than where there was no
fertilizer used. I have reported similar
experience before now.
There seem to be frequent differences of opinion this season' George calls
them "ructions." Doubtless it 1a owing
to sun-spots.
Geo.

Mr. and Mrs. Κ. N. Prince have closed
their house, and with the birds have
sought a sunnier clime.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewie Spaulding are at
Lewiston undergoing hospital treatment.
Rev. Mr. Pottle has been ill, better at
last reports.
Stanwood Withington is buying more
or less swine these days.

H. A. Clifford of South PariR
preached two excellent sermons to appreciative audiences, one at East BuckHeld, and one in this village in exchange
with the pastor, Rev. A. W. Pottle. Mr.
Clifford is one of the best equipped men
for the pulpit in the Methodist conference, having enjoyed the opportunities
of our best educational institutions, besides extensive travels in Europe. We
learn that he is meeting with very encouraging success in his work at South
Paris. His gifted wife, a most faithful
and efficient helpmeet, supplemepts the
ministry of her husband with very faithful service, and is highly appreciated by
the people of the parish.
The Methodist church edifice in this
place, having undergone extensive repairs the past few months, will be reopened for divine worship Sabbath, Nov.
12th, with all day services. It is hoped
that Rev. R. A. Rich, a former pastor,
and|othero will be present to assist in
the services.
The local Woman's Christian Temperance Union held their monthly meeting with their president, Miss Barrett,
Friday afternoon. An increasing interest in the work is manifest.
The Ladies' Literary Society met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Randolph
Thomes. Twenty-three members were
present. A very interesting programme
was well carried out.
Large quantities of apples and potatoes
and other farm products are being shipped from the Buckfield depot.
Rev.

West Bethel.
"Wintry winds rustling the fallen dead leaves,
and
Sullen
lowering the ekv,
Creeping mists hiding sad earth as she grleTes,
Mourning for days gone by:
Cataracte foamtng 'neath bare, leafless trees,
Chilly blast* sweeping o'er lone, barren leas."
"So cold and cheerless le the day,
The world Is canopied with gray.
The bare trees shake and shiver.
Rrown weeds droop dank along the brook,
The chill rain drenches every nook ;
Dead leaves In my lattice quiver."

A. J. Haskell bas bis cider mill in

operation.

H. W. Dennison received a car of
A. : Tneodore Roosevelt the Cttl/cn.
"William Tell" flour last week.
Cavendish: Whist.
Mrs. Mary Lowell has been visiting
Pole: Whist.
relatives in South Paris and Lovell.
Hale, Ε. E.: How to Do It
Percy O'Brien and wife have moved
Tyrwhltt Our Sketching Club.
into the Bennett house owned by C. L.
Abbott, Jr.
Greenwood.
Mercury was twenty degrees below tbe
November introduced himself with
on two mornings in Octomoderate, lowery day, but followed th< ; freezing point
ber.
next morning by a cold high wind and :
hunters
come here from other
Many
So. 1 first-class snowsquall. Δ11 ol
towns, but tbere seems to be a scarcity
which is well calculated to remind us ol
of large game.
what is coming a -little later on.
A number from this place went to
But the weather in Minnesota during
Boston on the excursion Oct. 16th.
October excelled what we had here bj
Beautiful October has departed, and it
A letter from Mr
several degrees.
is hoped, but not expected, that NovemDavis of Osakis, last week informs us
ber may give us as many pleasant days.
that they had uo frost there until tht
Alanson Tyler has moved to this vil9th, and hardly any siuce, so that hi:
from Bethel Hill, and has employstock were still getting their living in the lage
ment in the mill of Merrill, Springer &
pasture, which was still fresh and green, Co.
Edgar Morgan and wife report theii
Ruth
Mrs.
Two widowed sisters,
recent visit to Keunebuak and Sanfort!
Young of Locke's Mills and Mrs. Adeline
as a grand success, tinding kind friends
Coflin of Mechanic Falls, made the Demoand a warm welcome everywhere the>
crat correspondent a call last week.
visited or made calls. Their oldest son,
A few cases of measles are still reportFloyd Morgan, has developed into quite ed in this village and near vicinity, but
on
the
and
is
now
a carpenter,
building
all the children who had that dishomestead a carriage house, woodhouse nearly
ease in October have fully recovered.
and granary all in one, the whole to be
Harry Seeley and family are preparing
19 χ 30 feet and 10 foot post. The
to move to their new home between the
Hendricks brothers came down lasl
villages of South Paris and Norway,
week and are now visiting there. Thej
which was recently bought of Charles A.
have abandoned the idea of building a
Walker of South Paris.
summer cottage on the Patch place, and
have sold the land to Oscar Peabody, the
former owner.
Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Grover and daughErastus Bryant is now well along in
ter, Lettie Thayer, of West Bethel, were
his Slst year, and is remarkably athletic
given a very pleasant and complete surand active for a man of that age. A fen
prise on Saturday evening, Nov. 4. Mr.
he
came
here
after
some
days ago
young Grover has
recently bought a house on
cattle we were pasturing, and brought
Bethel Hill and is soon to move from the
his
two
of
little
and
grandchildren
along
farm where he has lived for about forty
also two others belonging here from
Tbe surprise was the coming in
school. On arriving here he wanted to years.
of twenty-three neighbors and friends
know if we didn't think he had a nice
laden with boxes and packages galore.
family of children growing up.
Not an inkling of their coming was
Harry Cole left his farm recently ami even thought of by the family until
they
moved to Bryant's Pond, and now it is
appeared in a body. They took posreported that Capt. Berryment of Howe session of the bouse and soon there apHill is soon to occupy the place. Should
on a table a beautiful Tamp, a
that prove correct it will add four schol- peared
silver ladle, and china plates, cups and
ars more to our school, since they have
saucers, a sum of money in gold for Mr.
that number of children who will proband Mrs. Grover, and a handsome brooch
attend.
ably
and berry spoon for the daughter, Lettie
And now we have all hands had an invitation to Mr. and Mrs. Amos Burnett's Thayer.
The gathering was also to celebrate the
reception Saturday evening, from which golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Grover,
it is natural to infer that another knot
who were married in Abington, Mass.,
has been recently tied, and that these
A large wedding cake
Nov. 4, 1S55.
young people are therefore "no more was also on the table and a
bouquet of
twain but one flesh." And may they
chrysanthemums was presented the
ever so remain until severed by death.
bride. A presentation speech and congratulatory remarks were made by one
South hiram.
of the party which was responded to in
Mrs. Ellen Page of Cornish visited few but heartfelt words. Refreshments,
friends in town the past week.
consisting of cake and coffee were served
Quite a number attended the quarterly by the kind friends. A few old-time
meeting of the first Free Will Baptist songs were sung and after a pleasant
social time the party returned to their
church at Porter Centre Sunday.
It is reported that Harry Huntress shot homes, leaving happy hearts behind
them.
a deer one day last week.
Mrs. Alice Libby called on friends in
Oi lead.
Trippetown Tuesday of last week.
Mr. Reuben Payne is the guest of Mr.
The pleasant weather of the past few
family.
days has given the ladies a chance to air J. E. Richardson and
The proprietor of the Ravine House of
their new fall millinery.
N.
Mr.
L. M. Watson, and
H.,
Randolph,
wife, visited friends in town from SaturNorth Paris.
day until Monday.
Quite a number around here are havBancroft Howard and eon with Mr.
ing colds and sort of a grippe.
Eben Nay of Mechanic Falls have been
Henry Page made his mother-in-law a building a camp on E. S.
Peabody'e land.
short visit. His wife is stopping with
Old Bruin and one of her cubs were
her mother, Mrs. John Q. Crawford.
slain by men of Mechanic Falls on Lary
Mrs. Page expects to go home to Stark,
Brook recently.
Ν. H., Saturday of this week.
Mr. Samuel Wheeler is moving his
Frank Keene was somewhat alarmed
family from Gorham, Ν. H., into tbe
one night recently by a man trying to
boarding house in the village.
break into his home. He tried to find
Mr. Bert Harriman has bought a
out who it was, finally he aroused some
house in tbe village.
of his nearest neighbors and they found
it to be a Finn, who had taken someBrowofield.
thing stronger than water. Keene finally
Wednesday
evening, the ladies of the
got him and his team righted around and Universalist Circle gave a harvest
supdrove him to the home of a brother Finn
ball.
at
town
Quite a large crowd
per
and left him.
was present and all took supper.
It was
a success both socially and financially.
Rev. Mr. Tarr commenced his work as
Mrs. Frank Webb passed away quite
suddenly Tuesday morning, Oct 31st. pastor of the Congregational church in
The remains were taken to her former this village, October 29.
Mrs. Sarah Johnson is very sick with
home in the eastern part of the state for
burial and were accompanied by Mr. pneumonia.
Mr.
I. M. Linscott has sold all of his
Webb and the two daughters.
H. W. Dunham has sold hia entire real estate to Mr. A. Garland of Sooth
herd of Holsteins to Arthur Chandler of Conway, Ν. H.
Mr. Howard Wakefield has shingled
West Sumner. Price WOO. Two calves
his house.
in the lot

Sunday morning word wu reEight
widow
not more than three or four Finn fami- wived that Mr·. Caroline Crou,
of Bethel, had
lle· in town, bnt being well pleated with Df the late Mom· Otom
Mr.
the locality and prospérons in their la- passed away at the home of her son,
in Berlin, Ν. H. Mrs. Cross
bors, they have emigrated and steadHy Ezra Cross,
the
increased especially during the past sum- had been ill several years and until
last two years was tenderly cared for by
mer until now there are sixty or more
and
located in this vicinity, and new arrivals her two daughters, Mrs. G. P. Bean
home in
constantly increase. As a rule they ap- Miss Annie Cross, in the old
Bethel. She went to Berlin to visit her
pear honest, well disposed and indusMrs.
trious and are well educated in their own ■on and was unable to return.
resident of Bethel,
conntry. They seem to appreciate the Cross was a long-time
freedom and privilege of onr country and s woman of more than ordinary ability,
she was
we trust they will learn to develop good and after disease weakened her,
anxious to keep in touch with passing
oitizenship.
It is quite common for a young man events. She leaves one son and three
Mrs.
to come here and by steady labor and daughters, Mrs. Hamlin of Berlin,
Cross of Bethel and Mr.
prudence save a few hundred dollars, Bean and MissThe
remains were brought
which is considered sufficient wealth in Ezra Cross.
years ago there were

Last

perhaps

Gtionalist

d been a member many years,
ed -assisted by the present pastor, Rev.
C. N. Gleason.
who for
Mr. Goodwin R. Wiley,
twenty-seven years has been in the drug
business in Bethel, has sold to Mr. Wm.
Bosserman of Norway, who took possession Nov. 1st. Mr. Bosserman is no
stranger to Bethel people and will no
doubt receive the patronage he merits.
Mrs. Harry Jordan has returned from
two weeks' stay at Falmouth Foreside
and Yarmouth.
Miss Blood, who has been stopping at
Mr. J. C. Billings', has returned to her
home.

About Nov. 20 the drug store formercourtesy of the Baptist people they were
given the use of the Baptist church last ly occupied by Ε. E. Cross will be occuWednesday evening, when there was a pied by Mr. Pushard, now in business in
very interesting service to the quite large Fryeburg.
Principal Hanscom attended the teachaudience present, nearly half of which
The Finns sang ers' convention in Portland last week.
were our townspeople.
Mr. Bosserman and family are to
their Lutheran hymns and listened with
deep attention to a sermon by Rev. occupy a part of L. A. Hall's rent.
Mrs. Israel Jordan was in town to atAappo Salminen, pastor of the Finnish

Lutheran church of Worcester, Mass. tend the funeral of Mrs. Cross.
An inch of snow fell Saturday morning
He has been in this country three years
and has a pleasing voice and quiet man- in a real wintrish fashion.
ner which made a very favorable imLovell.
At the
pression upon his audience.

close he spoke a few words in English.
It is likely he may be here again before
winter is over. Thursday morning before leaving he had a christening service
for the babies, and the evening before
united a couple in marriage at the

American) billion.
1,000,000,000,000
1,000,000,000
In other words, the English billion is
just one thousand time· as large m the
American billion, or what in our system
ia called a trillion. It is an interesting
article which is referred to above, but

the American papers
out

ought

to

drop

it

At the national W. C. T. U. convention la Los Angele·, Mrs. Lillian M. N.
Stevens of Maine was re-elected national
receiving 427 oat of 475 bal-

gr—ident,

reported ai large.

One man who wu arrested
Shawmut burglary has been

having eatabliahed

to the officers.

an

(or the

released,
alibi satifactory

Theodore Dighton of Bootbay Harbor
Boa the Craze of th« Hour.
found guilty of assault with intent Th· Feather
Lillian Ruasell'a $2,000 Gown—Fashto kill upon J. Franklin Rich on the
ionable Fabric· For Varioua Purpose·.
night of Aug. 29. He was sentenced to
eighteen months in state prison.
Covert Cloth a Leader In Thia Sea-

Maple House.
Onward Rebekah Lodge will bave a
variety entertainment in Odd Fellows
Hall Tuesday evening of next week,

The programme will consist of
music, readings, a drill, tableaux, etc.,
and the comedy farce, "Pete Beetroot,"
with ihe following cast of characters:
Nov. 14.

Carroll A. Bacon.

Clarence L. Rlrtlon.
Hamlet Footlights,
Jennie L. Bra<lburv.
January March
Mrs. Eva M. Swift.
March
February
Admission 10 cents. It is the intention
to bave a sociable after the entertainment and sell ice cream and cake.
The Good Will Society met last with
Mrs. L. M. Irish with a good attendance.
Thursday of this week the society will
meet with Mrs. W. H. Pratt.
They have
in prospect the playing of the drama,
"Valley Farm." The cast of characters
is
arranged and rehearsals are in

progress.
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Wheeler went to
Portland last Tuesday, Mrs. Wheeler remaining at the Maine General Hospital
for treatment. The doctor makes tripe
to the city while she remains.
Granite Chapter, No. 116, O. E. S.,
held a special meeting Monday evening
of last week, for the purpose of conferring degrees, and the visitation of
of Sabattus,
Mrs. Helen N. Sleeper
District Deputy Grand Matron of the
order. Mrs. Sleeper was entertained by
Mrs. C. H. Bates.
A family of Finns have moved into
Will Berry's house on Pioneer Street.
Mrs. A. E. Marshall has been very
sick, but is now gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Judkins from
Carthage have been spending a week or
Mrs.
more here on their wedding trip.
Jndkius is a sister to Mr. A. D. Coburn.
Nearly 100 visitors wore in town last
Thursday evening, the occasion being a
special meeting of West Paris Lodge,
No. 15, I. 0. O. F., at which the Norway
Lodge of Odd Fellows were invited to
attend and work some of the degrees.
The Norway guests had the service of a
npecial train. West Paris lodge furnished a supper in their hall.
Ethel Holden, the young daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Holden, is quite sick
at this writing.
Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson of South Paris
visited old friends and acquaintances in
town Tuesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Emerton of Auburn
Mr.
are again boarding at J. F. Reed's.
Emerton is on his annual fox hunting

William W. Stuart, who had been
a week
hunting along the
spending
snores of Machias river, was drowned by
the upsetting of his canoe at Beaver dam,
Lake headwater». Stuart was 35 years
old. He leaves a widow and three chil-

ton'· Coats.

John B. Kimball 2d and wife have

Hiram.
On Monday Mr. Charles Alexander

re-

ceived a severe shock of paralysis, it
being the second attack that he has
suffered. His age is 56 and his condition very critical. He is entirely helpless except that he retains his power of

serious wound
but Mrs.
cover.

was

Staples

probably fully

Anastasia Costa, otherwise known

reas

John Smith, was stabbed in the Laconia
mill at Biddeford by a fellow workman,
Anastaeiae Stefanu, also called Thoma*
any rate, there is now a veritable erase
Stiffen. The wounded man died from for these neckpieces—so much so, in
bis injury. The parties are Greeks.
fact, that the shops are well nigh unStefanu admits the stabbing, but asserts
able to supply the demand. And, inthat it was done under great provocadeed, they are bewitching in their vation.
of soft, dainty colors, brought out
Tree. Cram of the Northern Maine riety
in all lengths, from the short ones
Seaport Railroad announces that trains
throat to the
will commence running on regular which merely tie at the
schedule, Nov. 20. The main line of the longer ones which hang to the skirt of
road is practically completed, and con- the frock.
struction trains are at work on the entire
With her famous $2,000 gown, creatlength. It is expected that an elaborate ing something of a sensation in New
celebration will be held at Stockton York this season, the popular Lillian
Springs upon the arrival of the first Russell is wearing a light blue feather
train.
boa, exactly matching which Is a fetchGeorge P. Dorr of Bar Harbor, aged 22 ing little feather muff with a blue aiyears, an employe of the New England gret directly on top.
In theater !>oxefl
Telephone and Telegraph Co., fell from and fashionable restaurants feather
at
a pole on which he was working,
boas fall from aristocratic shoulders
Bangor Tuesday, and sustained injuries
the backs of
from which he died in the ambulance on or gracefully drape
the way to the hospital. It is supposed chairs, forcing one to acknowledge
that he came in contact with a live wire their picturesque charm.
and the shock caused him to lose his
So far every feature of fashion yet
hold and fall.
introduced emphasizes the effeminate

financiers

and

men

of

2d. A. D. Park of Paris auctioneer.
Mrs. Nellie Moody is visiting her niece,
Mrs. Lester Penley.
Mrs. Llewellyn Bryant is gaining from
her recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Berryment
move to Harry Cole's farm in the Bryant
neighborhood very soon.
Mrs. Grace Robinson is quite sick.
The young people of the village gave
Bert Sanborn a surprise party Hallowe'en.
Mr. Sanborn is a great favorite with the

Dr. Charles L. Buck of South Paris
will be at the Maple House for the pracnext
tice of dentistry
Wednesday,
Nov. 8th.
Denmark.

suptic for his winter's work.
Miss Fannie Holt has gone to NeponMr. Freeman Sanborn has about 1000
chickens which he is preparing for set, Mass., for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Hilliard of Newport,
market.
Ν. H., are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
S.
MayConnell.
Byron.
Bartlett attended
Miss Amy
the
Elmer York is moving from Gum CorTeachers' Association held at Portland
ner to West Byron.
last week.
Richard Taylor has returned from
Mrs. Nina Kilgore of Connecticut is
Massachusetts, where he spent the sumvisiting relatives in Bethel and Newry.
mer, and has gone to South Rangeley.
Mr. Andrew Peare has moved his
George Taylor is at work for A. S. family to his new home in Byron, re-

ing.

Young.

cently purchased.

We hear that A. J. Peare of Bethel
has bought the Dolloff stand at Houghton.
W. H. Jackson, evangelist, is to commence a sériée of meetings at the Center
school house, Nov. 6th.
Dr. Taylor was at Carthage Saturday
to officiate at the wedding of Laforest
K. Judkins and Lulu M. Coburn. Their
reception will be Nov. 4tb.
We think game must be quite plenty
hereabout as we saw two hunters go by
Saturday with a deer, a fox and a rabbit.
James
caught a fox last week.
G. T. Hodsdon has taken a logging
job at Houghton.
John Taylor spent Sunday at home.

East Sumner.
The school entertainment on Thursday
evening was a very successful affair and
was well patronized.
All the parts were

well sustained and credit is due the
teacher and the pupils for its rendering.
The school has been in charge of Miss
Bessie M. Mason of Paris, and it was a
pleasant and profitable term.
The New Century Pomona Grange will
meet with Union Grange at East Sumner
on Nov. 8th.
Rev. L. W. Muttart recently went to
Boston and purchased a horse.
Frank L. Barrett is buying and shipping apples as usual.
Geo. Barrows brought your reporter
samples of his nice apples, twenty varieties In number, which were fine.

Taylor

East Hebron.

Workmen are scarce.
busy on their own work.

All

are

now

Mr. Caleb Farris returned from huntOxford.
on Thursday with a deer and
Miss Isabel Corning has returned to
back
of
his
house.
In
the
up
her winter home, the old Corning homeevening he went to the fair, and found stead at
Hartford, Conn.
on his return that the front quarters had
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Towne and
walked away to parts unknown.
Beulah of Bridgton were in
Mr. Geo. Needham has returned from daughter
town Sunday. They came to attend the
hunting.
funeral of Mr. Towne1· brother, Wm.
Mr. John Harper is quite siok.
at Mechanic Falls on Monday.
Mrs. Howard Merrill and their young- Towne,
Edward Parrott and family are visiting
est son are very sick.
in Boston.
Mrs. Hester Verrill gave her old friends
Mrs. Louise Weeks Robinson, widow
friends a very short call after visiting
of the late Thomas Robinson, formerly
the sick last Sabbath.
of this town, died on WednesMrs. Smith of Boston and Mrs. Mertie residents
Moschides passed last Saturday at day, Oct. 25, at Windham, at the home
of her son, Louis Robinson, after a brief
Cornelia Bailey's in Auburn.
and severe illness, aged 62 years, 11
Mr. Greenleaf Hodsdon of Peru visitShe leaves two sone, Louis
ed bis cousin, Mrs. Frank Pierce, last months.
of Windham and Charles Robweek. Tbey bad not met for twenty Robinson
inson of Portland, a brother, two sisters,
years. His son is now in trade in West
and many other relatives and friends to
Minot.
The churcb held their annual fair the mourn her loss. 8he was a devoted wife
and much respected and be26th ult. Misa Hodsdon from the acad- and mother
loved by all who knew her. Mr. John
emy furnished fine selection· in reading,
and
wife, Mrs. Louise Richin her usual interesting way. Mr. Teel Robinson

ing deer
hung it

mond, Mr. Geo. Parrott and daughter,
Miss Evie Parrott, from this town attend-

which has saved me from serious lung

His mother's death was a sad
Reid, but he learned that
lung trouble must not be neglected, and

I trouble."

loss for Mr.

how to cure it. Quickest relief and cure
for coughs and colds. Price 50c. and
$1.00. Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff
A Co.'s, druggists. Trial bottle free.
A. O. Lombard of Waterville, the inventor of the Lombard log-hauler and

several other important apparatus, has
a patent on a new invention
which he calls the Lombard Beet Topper. Recently while on a tour through
the west Mr. Lombard visited a section
where a great many beets are raised.
He saw many men and women clipping
the beet tops with knives and decided to
think out something which would be
The
an advantage to the beet growers.
I topper which Mr. Lombard has invented is a very simple contrivance, which
will take off the top of beets as fast as
they can be picked up and dropped, the

applied for

operator being in a sitting position.
MAN'S UNREASONABLENESS

ι

J

About

of furs and

large variety
Ought

to

pirces.
something you

find

for

$12 and the best $60.

Plenty
Dogs, Calves, Wombats,

$24, $28.

too

Coats,

coats in our

like.

The

cheap-

$15, $18, $20, $22,
Coons.

If

do

we

have the kind you are looking for
get one for you.
We are very anxious to show you and you cannot aH'ord
to purchase until you have called on us.
we can

not

F. H. NOYES CO.,
SOUTH PARIS.

NORWAY,

-

-
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F.

A.

SHFRTLEFF
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F.

CO.

A.

SfirRTLEFF

Do You Realize How Much Comfort there is in

A

CO.

a

hot Water Bottle

I I

the Next Few Months?

!|

We have just received a new, fresh stock direct from the
manufacturers,—this year's make.

J[

During

1, 2 and 8 quart
White, Slate

|i

Each,

EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED BY

Il

I

$1.50

to

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores, j ï™/,™'' ! Maine.
F.

!

A.

8DVRTLEFF

A

F.

CO.

A.

8HVR1XEFF

I i

I I

Also Flannel Covered.

and Red Rubber.

cents

70

Î

||

CO.

A

jj

|
II

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaqoa*

AND SO ARE OUR

$1.25

FURS IN PRICES FROM

to

$23.00

44
44
COATS44
$1.25 to $50.00
UNDERFLANNELS
25c.
OUTING FLANNEL
5c. to 12 i-2c.
FLANNELETTES IN GREAT VARIETY.
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.

Going

Are You

to Have

New

a

Gown?

If so look at our fine BROADCLOTH at $1.50, PANAMAS at $1 00 and $1.25, HENRIETTAS at $1.00 and

$1.13, MOHAIRS, &c., &cM in all colors
mings in all the new and desirable styles.
Our stock is large and varied and
THE NEWEST CONCEIT IN FEATHER
WITH MUFF TO MATCH.

j ries

rather than the mannish.

1

!

1

!

in

dress

materials

ΒΟΑΒ,

Suiart fabare smooth

faced, soft and clinging. Broadcloths,
lightweight and supple, grow in popularity for carriage and street wear.
Soft French cashmeres in a

charming pastel shades

are

variety of
extensively

used for house gowns and blouses, and
old fashioned henriettas and drap
d'etes ure brought out in a dozen or
more different tones of plum and violet. together with the other popular col-

show

I

One of the smartest fabrics for practical wear is a wide, heavyweight mohair, perhaps the most serviceable
dress fabric made. These are woven in
stripes, checks and plaids, many of
them being exact copies of French and
English suitings. An exceedingly durable mohair is thickly corded, which
adds to Its warmth and serviceability.
For reception and evening gowns
chiffon velvet ami chiffon cloths lead
where handsome gowns are desired,
and for less expensive toilets voiles and

anything

and with trim-

always pleased

to

every cash puror over.

& B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
Norway,

Maine.

Threshing !

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You

can

Engines

International Gasoline

worn as ever.

ery and braids are elaborately employed, gold threads being thickly Interspersed throughout. Among the smartest embroidered effects in gown trimmings are those formed of an applique of large petaled flowers slightly
padded to bring out the design. The
centers of these flowers are embroid
ered In flue French knots, their stems
being outlined upon the material of
which the gown is made in heavy embroidery silk. Taffeta silk hands upon
which similar designs have l>ecn applied come in wide and narrow widths
Nothing is prettier for trimming tin
bodice of a handsome cloth gown.
On the avenue natty little tan cover!
cloth coats are everywhere In evidence,
some in short Jackets, others in three
quarter lengths and still others reaching almost to the bottom of the skirt.
A smart model this season is almost a
counterpart of a man's spring overcoat.
This style coat Is loose back and front
with turned down velvet collar of tail
and finished with a double row of tail
horn buttons.
Covert cloth coats in loose empire ef
fects are a trifle more dressy than the
one described above, gold bullet buttons and fancy collars trimming many

we are

needs.

chase of $1.00

much
veilings
For trimming cloth gowns embroidare as

one

Candy Saturdays with

ors.

of these.
is often as great as woman's. But Thos.
Occasionally one s«h»s a smart blue
S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Republican," of coat fastened with
army buttons and
Leavenworth, Ind., was not unreason- finished with crimson cloth collar aud
able when he refused to allow the doccuffs.
tors to operate on his wife, for female
trouble. "Instead," he says, "we concluded to try Electric Bitters. My wife
FRESH AIR IS LIFE.
was then so sick, she could hardly leave
her bed, and five physicians had failed to
aa Neceaanry at Jttehl
relieve her. After taking Electric Bit- And It la Juat
aa In the Daytime.
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can
Air Is u life preserver. It is the parnow perform all her household duties."
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., ticular friend of man, aud he who barricades the doors and windows against
druggists. Price 50c.
this life saving friend gives a cordial
A man hunting in West Gorham a few
to disease and death to endays since was surprised by three rifle Invitation
bnllets coming in his direction, causing ter.
him to beat a hasty retreat. He found
Open the doors and windows and let
they were fired by the angry owner of the sunshine in, aud let wind blow
the land, who did not allow any one to through the rooms every morning, for
shoot on his land, though* be had no they are disinfectants performing labor
warning signs up.
of a sanitary nature.
Fill the
Breathe long aud deep.
"I THANK THE LORD!"
with
cried Hannah Plant of Little Rock, Ark., lungs to their utmost capacity
"for the relief I got from Bucklen's pure air se\eral times each day aud
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearful run- keep the home well ventilated nlglit
ning sore·, which nothing else would and day, aud remember that wheif
heal, and from which I had suffered for nlglit comes on all the air you have In
five years." It is a marvelous healer for or out of the house till the next morncuts, burns and wounds. Guaranteed at ing is "night air," and you caunot botF. JL. Shnrtleff & Co.'s drug store; 25
tle day air enough within the sleeping
cents.
room to last through the night, so by
The post-mortem examination in.the all means let the air circulate through
case of John E. Veazle of Baxton, whose the room and thus keep a fresh supremains were fonnd in the ruins of his ply of this life giving element conburood house, shows that there is no
stantly with you.
ground for the suspicion of foul play.
More fresh air is required during
A DISASTROUS CALAMITY.
sleep than when awake, for increased
It is a disastrous calamity, when you quantities of poisonous products are
lose your health, beoause indigestion and given off from the lunge and skin at
constipation have sapped It away. this time, so each respiration renders
Prompt relief can be had in Dr. King's the air In au unventllated room more
New Life Pille. They build up your dl- unfit to be breathed again.
gestlve organs, and cure headache, dizKeep the windows sufficiently open

idaoipmaed,00'

about it?

If net, isn't it time you had one,
We have both

Cold Weather is Here

ed the funeral at Windham.
Lendall Smith is at home from Portreceived by all present. I have not
land suffering from an abeoess on the
village this week.
recently.
heard
the
amount received, as it had not
Mrs. Gertie Blake continues feeble.
been reckoned, but report is that good aeok. Dre. Bradbury and Farris are in
North Stoneham.
will be left after all expense Is attendance.
gain
Hebron.
The grange had a harvest supper Sattaken out.
Frank Murdock from Norway has
Prof. Ira M. Bearce was home from
evening. Four candidates took
been testing and piping the engine and
urday
the third and fourth degree·.
Orono over Sunday.
boiler for the MoKeen Brothers.
East
BrowafleM.
A party of lad· and la···· made merry
Mr. James Bumpus went to Westfield
Tom Laroque of West Lovell is boardthis week to put in a windmill. Lut
There were thirty who attended the >n Hallowe'en.
ing at Wm. Gammon's and looking after week be
at
Readfield.
in
one
put
campfire in Denmark last Thursday and
the salmon in Great Brook.
Miss Columbia Bumpus is at work in report an excellent time.
Pearl Barnes, aged 14, died at
Christopher Adams, who has been Oxford.
On acoonnt of the teacher's illness iprague'· Mill· Sunday, and an examinavisiting his brother, Sylvester Adams, has
H. T. Glover and hi* daughter, Miss school in this Tillage is closed for an In- ;ion revealed that] she had taken a tea- zineee, colic, constipation, etc. Gaaranreturned to his home in Pennsylvania.
definite time.
ipoonful of Epsom Bait· containing teed at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug bo the fresh "night air" can come In
Frank McAllister, wife and daughter, Nina, went to New Tork Monday.
from one side and the Impure air can
Mr. Steele, who has been boarding at
Another member of the
The O. ▲. R. and W. R. C. met hut itryohnlne.
have been visiting her parents, Mr. and
store; 26 oents.
Fred Sturtevant's, is in the hospital at Saturday.
go ont through the other.
tolly waa made aiok by a smaller dose,
Mrs. L. G. MoKeen.
overcoat and trousers
Mrs. Eliza Poo re has gone to visit her [tia laid the salts were bought several
y°ur
Jennie Lawrence of South Paris was at Lewistoo with typhoid lever.
* ** Mp^wd» olwy~
Mrs. J. K. Wilson c' Portland Is In the
Mrs. Hanaoom, who Uvea In 1 reeks alnoe and had been previously
tier mother's, Mrs. L. J. Gammon's, for
daughter,
Bahway was once Rahwack, the nit
ised without Ul effect·.
plaoe this weak flatting the aehool.
Gtornae, Maine.
ι weak.
•CtaladlflpaUiA
<

a

est is

1

Sidney Smith shot a nice deer
Monday, the first that has been killed in
wonder whether we made as much
this section. Weighed about 200 pounds.
I
progress as we supposed when we subThe Grand Army campfire held in Odd
I stituted the electric chair for the noose.
Fellows hall Thursday was a success in young folks.
Not much cider ie being made in this
SON LOST MOTHER.
«very feature. Old vets from Fryeburg,
Bridgton, Hiram and Brownfield were vicinity this fall. Percy Farnham went
"Consumption runs in our family,
present with their wives and children, to Bethel Friday with a load of cider and through it I lost my mother," writes
The apples and had a barrel made.
and dinner was served to over 200.
Ε. B. Reid, of Harmony. "For the past
afternoon was enjoyed with speechfive years, however, on the slightest sign
East
Bethel.
making and singing. About twenty
of a Cough or Cold, I have taken Dr.
Mr. Eugene Bean has gone to Cupcouples enjoyed the dance in the evenKing's New Discovery for Consumption,
Mr.

thinking

good one ?

two stores.

I

business

ders consists of the killing of turbulent
or worthless persons by others of their
kind. We have a lot of bad Italians
I who, when they kill, usually kill Italians,
I and sometimes bad ones. So our Chinese
murderers usually kill Chinese. But
there is a great deal too much killing
hereabouts and not nearly enough legal
I retribution for it. It even makes one

was

a

Men's and Women's Fur

II

The Great American Crime.
(Life )
When the present effort to make all

j our

or

in

wtvks by the revival and resurrection
of the picturesque ostrich feather boa.
Since the opening night of Bernard
Shaw's new play, "Man and Superman," in which the fascinating Ann
exploits the charm of this alluring acIt
cessory, every woman in New York,
would seem, has determined that one
of these treasures shall encircle her
throat and ensnare her admirers. At

made by the bullet,

will

I scrupulously honest and law-respectI ing has been carried to a successful
conclusion, we hope some attention will
I be paid to the growing and reprehenspeech.
sible American habit of killing people.
Miss Emily H. Sweet of Abington,
Our annual murder record is scandalMass., who has boarded at Eli C. Wads- ous. About ten thousand of us are
worth's cottage since June Oth, left for
murdered every year, another ten thouhome Oct. 27tb, being the last of fiftysand are killed on railroads (and seventyfive boarders.
five thousand injured,) and how many
Rev. George Cotton of Limerick has
I more the automobiles mow down has
held several meetings in the school
I not yet been computed. Not much
bouse in Hiram. We hope he will conI more than one in a hundred of our murvert some of the culprits who are about
derers is ever executed. It is getting
nights stealing hens.
tiresome. It hurts our self-esteem to
Ibe killed so freely and have no one
Locke's Mills.
I adequately punished. Here in New
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. Lola I
York, the hotbed of American and forFoster Thursday, Nov. 2d. They are
civilization, killing is almost as
leign
now working to get funds for a bell for
I common and punishment almost as rare
the Union church.
I as in Chicago itself. It is a consoling
An auction was held at the home of
thought, as far as it goes, that a conthe late Hiram Fifield Thursday, Nov. I siderable proportion of our tale of mur-

trip.

Have you

That the queens of stageland are potent factors in creating and influencing the trend of fashion has been forcibly demonstrated within the last few

re-

improving.

WHAT ABOUT FUR COATS?

By RENE DEVERAUX.

I by a shot from McParland's revolver.
The shooting was asserted by the state
turned from a visit to Boston and I to be not intentional, but negligent.
The jury was out only a short time bevicinity.
a verdict of not guilty.
Orin Andrews and wife have returned fore returning
When the verdict was pronounced the
to Boston.
was carried
Mrs. A. P. Gordon, who underwent a I boy's father fainted and
the court room in an unconscious
severe surgical operation last week, is I from
I condition. He was revived later.

grain mill.

BLUE 8T0RBS.

was

Mrs. Mabel E. Andrews, wife of Dr. E.
C. Andrews of North Anson, died at her
home there Oct. 26th, after an illness of
about five weeks of spinal meningitis.
The family of Eugene Lewis, a weiiShe leaves a husband and two children.
Both Dr. Andrews and his wife were known merchant of Boothbay Harbor,
at his
natives of this town, she being before aged about 25 years, are alarmed
home seven weeks
ber marriage, Miss Mabel Brown, daugh- long absence. He left
treatment at Portland.
ter of W. 0. Brown. Much sympathy is ago for medical
Five weeks ago he left the Portland
felt for the relatives in their affliction.
since then no trace of
The ladies of the Woman's Library institution and
found. The authorities at
Club g&ve a complimentary supper Fri- him has been
I the Portland institution can throw no
day evening to their husbands.
A large cow moose is roaming very lighs on the matter.
unconcernedly about the fields and high- I At Shawmut on the morning of Oct.
25th burglars blew the safe in the post
ways here.
A man from Boston in company with office and general store of C. Guy Hume,
W. C. Bassett shot a large buck near and secured about $400. Fire, either inKezar Pond this week, weighing 265 tentionally started by the burglars or repounds. A Canada lynx or wildcat was sulting from a smoulder in the blankets
very near the deer when it was shot, and used to deaden the sound of the exploseemed to be about to attack him, but sion, nearly destroyed the building,
was not seen after the ehooting.
causing a loss of about $8,500. The fact
Joseph Patterson and wife of Water- I that the safe had been blown was nof
ford are visiting here. He has sold his discovered until the fire was out.
horse to Β. E. Brown.
Arthur McFarland of Charlestown,
Arthur L. Stevens has bought a farm
was tried at Wisin Naples and moved there with his Mass., 15 years of age,
casset last week for manslaughter. Dr.
family.
last July
Frank Harmon is at work again in the Woodside of Bristol was killed

"What a whole billion means" is the
title of an article now going the rounds
of the papers, which gives some startling
figure· to impress the reader with the
magnitude of a billion. The trouble
with it is that it is from an English journMrs. Mary Hatch is working for Mra.
al and reckons the billion according to the
Apples now 12.50 here.
from Auburn was singer and was reA. B. Abbott and wife visited in Joe Cousins.
English method of enumeration, while
called constantly and well appreciated.
Mr. E. Cotton, formerly of this town,
we In America use the French method. Turner and Chesterville last week.
The ladies had a farce that was well
A. J. Abbott and wife visited in Bethel now of Portsmouth, Ν. H., was in the
The difference is shown by the two lines

below, the first representing an English
billion, and the second a French (or

Game receipts at Bangor op to date

are

·to Bethel and funeral services were held dren in Macbiasport
In the old home. The flowers were
of Temple, aged
Mrs.
George
Staples
silent tokens of love and esteem of
was shot in the right leg a few
friends. Rev. Israel Jordan of Fal- 71 years,
since by a child who was fooling
mouth, a former pastor of the Congre- days
with a rifle that bad been left in the
church, of which Mrs. Cross woodshed of the
Staples home. ▲
ufficiat-

his native country that he may send the
passage money, and the girl of his choice
will bravely come over, perhaps alone,
and they will be united in marriage and
begin a home of their own in this new
strange land. So does oppression make
it possible for citizens to leave the ties
of association in their native land and
even with happy hearts and smiling faces
take up their abode on alien soil.
Tour correspondent was a witness at
ODe of these marriages, and the bride
looked and seemed as pretty and happy
She had but
as if an American born.
just arrived from the steamer and could
not speak one word of English, her husband even having to interpret the ceremony and explain to her what to say.
Truly, she had a brave heart.
Their religion is Lutheran, and of late
they have manifested a special desire to
bave a religious service of their own. By

Pete Beetroot

OUR NEW YORK
WEEKLY LETTER

Mata· New· Notes.

Beth·!.

Wttt Parte.

FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
IN OPERATION.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
eoutb. Parle, Maine.

J. F. P. Sells

Johnson Pant
Warranted All Wool.
EXTRA LONG
MAKES
PANTS EXTRA STRONG.
WOOL

—

—

Johnson Pant is
strictly long staple wool.
The

the

only working pant

made of

Price $3.00.
The Rain Proof Pant $3.50.
FOR SALE ONLY BY

J.

F. PLUMMER,

31 Market

FurnUbér,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106*3.

A Full Line of

HERALD

RANGES I
WOOD STOVES !

OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal
Stove.
All kinds of Job Work done to
order.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

ïhe ejrfottl

democrat

were

SOUTHPARIS.
urasd τιιχκ railway.

Have you
Samantha?

TRAINS

LZATB

SOL'TH PARI*

liolng downveast)—5:36 Α. M"tally ; y :5»> A. M.
.tally except HumUy; 4:35 T. v., 'tatty.
dallv; S:2t5P. a.
Uolng up we-t)—#.50 A.
tally except Sunday; 8:47 P. M., «tally.
SOUTH PARIS post ornas.
: 7 JO A. St. to 7 Λ) P. M.

>ifice Heure

CHURCHH.

First Congregational Church, Κβν. A. K. Bal l
Preaching services, 10:45 Α. M and
w':i, l'H-tor
vp.*, Sundav School 12 M.; Y. P. S. C. E.
M
Church
prayer meeting on Tuesdiy
;
at00 r
«•ventnfc at 7 Oo'e'ock. AIL not otherwise con
Invited.
are
cordially
nt<ted,
Methodist Church, Kev II. A. Clifford. Pasto>ii Sunday, m. rntng prayer meeting » JO A. M. ;
Sabbath School
îirvu htDK service 10 « a.
12 M.; Kpworth League Meeting β 15 p. it.:
Λ0
P.
7
prayer meet·
cv»nt»g prayer meeting
In* Tuesday evenlrg, claie meeting, Friday

meeting Wednesday

ol

N0TK8 OF

THK TRIP

FROM

D08T0X TO

LOS ΑΝΘΒΙ.Ε8.

purchased

your

Rev. B. 8.
RWftout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday,
10 JO A. M.; Sabbath School, 12Ml M.; Y. P. 8.
C. K., Sunday Kvenlng,6 30 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7 -00 P. M ; regular weekly Pra. er Meeting,

ticket foi

Second

Rev. 8. O.
Davis,
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 A)
tilled.
A. M. Sabbath 8chool. 12.-00; Y. P.C. U. meetin
starta
ones
few belated
At Buffalo,
ing. 7 Λ0 P. 11.
Methodist Church, Rev. C- A. Brooke, Paator.
ing joined the party. A run to Niagara
Sabbath School,
and a stop-over had been arranged giving Preach'nj; service, 1030 A.
12.Ό0 M.; Soc'ai Evening Meeting, 7:00 P.M.,
those who wished, the time to see our jrayer
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
greatest eastern national wonder.
The next stop waa at Chicago. A ovenlng,e.-0-> P. M.
Rev. Ε S. Cotton, Pastor
Church,
Baptist
large number of the delegates visited Preaching service. 10 30 A. M.; Sabb th .School,
Kvanstou and historic Rest Cottage. At li:00 M.; I'rnver Meeting, Sunday evening7P.
9:30 P. v., two special trains of ten cars M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
each left the station, in charge of Mr.
STATU» MKETINOS.
H. R. Houghton of Boston, agent of the
ΤΑλ M. Kegular meetingnf Oxford Lodge,
the
western
C. Β. Λ Q. Then
journey No. Id, in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
really began and its wonders to unfold. before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter.
The next stop-over was at Colorado No. 29. as-erobles Wednesday Evening, on or
before tull moon. Oxford Council, 't. A S. M.,
Spring**, where arrangements had been Frtday evening, after full moon. < >xford Lodge,
made for a day of sight-seeing, citizens No. '·, Ark Mariners, Wednesdav evening after
moon.
vying with the W. C. T. U. to make the full
I. ο. Ο. F.— Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
day full of pleasure. A trip up Pike's I Odd Mlow·' flail, every Tuesday Evening.
Pike, to Cripple Creek and the Garden Wlhiry Kncampment, No. 21, me^ts In Odd
of the Gods, were some of the attrac- Fellows* lia 1, second and fourth Krlday Evenof csch month. Mt. IIo)>e Rebekah Lodge,
tions. Whatever tbe others may have li:g<
No. .V), mi-eu on llrst and third Friday of each
been, the one to Cripple Creek is boyoud month.
K.of P.—Rcvular meeting In Hathaway (Dock
description by your correspondent.
Thur>wiav Evenlnir. TT. R., A. O. Noyes
It is 45 miles distant from Colorado every
D vision. No. 12, mt et* third Friday of each
is
its
elevation
10,000
rail,
Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
month.
Springs by
feet above sea level. The highest point and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
of H .—Norway Orange meets second and
P.
where the track is laid is 10,300 feet. fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange liai).
There are nine tunnels through which
G. A. R.—Harry Ruet Poet, No. 54. meets In
tbe cars pass, and as the train emergés Ni w G. \ P.. ·ΐβΙ1 on the first Tuesday Evening
of
each month.
the wonderful view grows more wonW. R. C.-Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Monderful.
day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Laketdde Lodire, No. 177, meets In
South
The North and
Cheyenne
Nuw G. A. R. Hall, on the llrst and third WedCanyons. Tbe Devil's Slide, Cathedral ; ne»lay evenings of each month
Park, The Seven Falls, St. Peter's Dome, I Ο U. Λ. M.—Norway and South Par!)·round!,
The J No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
are a few of the natural wonders.
towns of Cameron,
Clyde, Duff and i! evening
U. ο. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony. No. 199. meets
Victor, with electric cars connecting second and lourth Wednesday evenings of each
them, are some of the wonderful achieve- monih.
i lT. O. G. C·—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
ments of man.
miHite «econd and fourth Thursday evening» of
In the evening a reception was given ea>-h month
K. G. E.—Oxford Cattle. No. 2. meet* In Ryerhotel
'Γ.
at
the
U.
C.
I
local
W.
the
by
son hall, everv Thursday evening, September to
Alta Vista. At midnight the White
May. tir>-t ami third Thursday evenings, May to
Ribbon special started
again on its September.

▲ rehearsal for the first degree of the
Sisterhood on Thursday at 4 o'clock

sharp.

Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, K. of P., will
hold its annual roll call Friday evening,
No*. 17th.
The chorus rehearsal to have been
held this Monday evening is postponed
to next Monday evening.
Mrs. Ge<>rge Cobb and daughters,
Misses Ueitrude aud Mildred Cobb, of
Portland, were guests at H. <». Fletcher's

Sunday.

P. *.

8TATEl> HKKTISU».
Next Friday eveuing at 8:30 Mt.
k A. M.—Pari- Lodge, So. SH. Keeular Pleasant Rebèkah Lodge will give a remoon.
full
or
before
on
m· e:tng Tuesday evening
ception to the outsiders who have assist1. » >. « >. P.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meeted them in Samantha ΛI leu at the Court
In.·». Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
Encampment, tiret and third Monday evening» of Fame.
?

Tlie present term of the common
schools in the town of Paris will end
Friday, Nov. 10, 1005. There will be uo
more school until after the regular town
meeting in March.

Stony Urook Lodge, No. 181, New
England Order of Protection, will serve
a supper at <ί. A. K. Hall Monday, Nov.
Social iu the
13, from tt;15 to 7:30 p. u.
evening. Supper and social 1Γ> cents.
On Thursday eveuing the first degree
will be worked at the Pythian Sisterhood. It is desired that every member
of tlie assembly make an effort to be
present. Refreshments will be served.

western course.

The train was due at Salt Lake City
A special invitation is extended to before sunrise on Sunday morning. We
in town.
Urook
of
member
Lodge, were late, but reached there iu time for
Stony
every
Hod. ami Mrs. James 8. Wright are No. 181, to be present at the meeting those who were engaged to speak in the
Wednesday, Nov. 8th. It is expected various churches to till their engagespending a few days in Boston.
the degree will bo conferred upon two ments.
Mrs. Hiram X. Porter has returned
candidates. Applications are coming in
In the afternoon a mass meeting was
from visiting for some weeks in Boston.
at every meeting.
held in the First Congregational church,
our workers in Utah an opporMrs. Dr. Packard and son of West
Rev. Mr. Little preached at (tray Sun- giviug
Paris Lave been visiting her parents, Mr.
tunity to hear many of our national
in exchange with Rev. Miss Forbes.
day
Minute speeches were the
.tnd Mrs. L. B. Carter, for a few days.
Miss Forbes preached a very eloquent speakers.
order of the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs Danie E. Dresser, who and impressive sermon here. She also
At 12:01 midnight our train pulled out
were in the corn factory at West Minot led the
evening meeting in the absence of Salt Lake
City, and we began our last
«luring the run, returned home last week. on account of sickness of Mr. Shurtletf, stretch over the new San Pedro line.
ι
leader.
the
assigned
for
the
is
closed
Another pleasant surprise was an inThe Ryerson house
Rev. C. F. Parsons will attend the vitation sent by telegraph through Mr.
winter. Mrs. Kverson is to spend the
winter in Norway and Mrs. Andrews in quarterly conference at the Methodist Irviue, our great-hearted brother-in-law,
church Monday eveuing, Nov. IStli. of Riverside, to halt there for a three
Boston.
The W. Η. M. society will meet with hours' free drive around their beautiful
had
been
who
Crockett,
Ethel
C.
Miss
Mrs. Richardson. Skillings Avenue, Fri- city. The officials held the train, and
in
AbingRecord,
Mrs.
lier
sister,
visiting
afternoon. The ladies are preparing the drive was delightful; then the train
day
home
returned
six
for
weeks,
ti>u, Mass.,
a box of articles for a
ueedy family in was boarded for Los Angeles, without
Thursday.
Texas.
further stop. The entertainment comcame to Riverside and arranged
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Cutting are
Christian Endeavor StKsiety had a mittee
The
keeping house in a portion of the W. P. pleasant excursion at the Congregational for entertainment on the way in.
Morton rent in Mrs. Lovejoy's house on
The welcome to the city is all that can
vestry Friday eveuing, making "the tour
desired—excursions,
Pleasant Street.
be
receptions
of the world in eighty minutes." About
galore, for the days before convention
Albert D. Park is selliug off a bank- fifty statious passed through in the
which
Oct. 27 tu
are
dates for
at course of the journey were represented opens, the
rupt stock of millinery at low prices
Nov. 1. Everything points to a fine conand
as
eacli
afternoon
on
tables,
tlie Howe store. Open every
by various objects
vention. The Maine delegation is sadone made out the name of a station he !
until the stock is disposed of.
dened by the loss of Miss Dow. who conhim.
furnished
a
blank
ou
down
it
to head the delegation,
All roads this week lead to the South put
Although a number of those present fidently aexpected
section engaged and all plans
Paria Opera House where Samantha Allack only one of completing the list, no having
on to the larger
len at the Court of Fame will be preThe laid, but who hat gone
one succeeded in getting them all.
sented Tuesday and Wednesday evenand heavenly gathering.
affair was productive of much amuseMrs. E. A. G. Sticknky.
ings.
ment and pleasure.
Los Augeles, Calif., Oct. 20, l'.Kj-Υ
Mrs. W. 1.· Farrar ana λιγ. ami *π».
I
The "We Are Seven" save a jolly
Ε 11 Dorr, with relatives from Mexico,
Hallowe'eu party at tbe home of Miss ! Exhibitors Who Drew Qood Amounts.
went to Bemis last week fora few days.
The house was very I
Le»ua Stuart.
At this year's fair of the Oxford Coun'
Mr. I*·" got a deer oil one of the nrst
decorated with autumn leaves ty Agricultural Society the following
prettily
day» of his stay there.
the
and
jack-o'-lantern. exhibitors drew $12 or over in premiums:
customary
J H. Stuart returned last week from a M.iuy merry games were indulged iu ; Hall A Young
$2' oo
24.0·
until a late hour. The fortunes of the ! H. L. C'ummlng*
hunting trip in the region of
15.00
A. Jorlan...
Lake in northern Penobscot County, young people were told by a witch, who. Ρ L. Barrett
21.00
V.
to the demuch
a deer, besides seemher
home
:iiade
00
44
appearance
brought
J. B. Rohlnnon
17.00
light of the young people. Refresh- tieo S. Record
ing other game on the trip.
1V0O
I.
Α.
Penley
ments of punch, nuts, candies', fruit,
20 Οι»
H. S. Stetson
A full attendance isdesired at «he
14.00
sandwiches, etc., were served. In cut- J. A. Sturtevant
meeting of Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. r..
17.00
was
the mystic cake, the thimble
Β Y. RuxHflll,
4«25
next
evening, as importan ting
Mille»
K.
L.
A
A.J.
Eva
found by Ida Field, the ring by
|
41.85
Let
E. Kreetnan,
business is to come before the lodge.
14.00
Swett, the bell by Kitty Morton and the H. R. Berrv
every member plan to be present.
21.00
A Hue time' Thayer Broe
monev by Helen Barnes.
41 75
Rlehanteon
A
C.
all.
was
meet·
The Seneca Club
reported by
SO00
C. A. Prl'le
20 00
evening with the pisses W alker ο
R Penlev,
The members of the high school class ]
19.00
M
club
The
».
KNk·:
Street.
Pleasant
of UMlô. thirty in number, were invited ! I S. A I II. MlPett
33 25
At the last meeting Miss
new nresident.
41.00
to a Hallowe'en party with Miss Isabel C. | Ο. Κ. Turner,
43 35
Hounds resigned and Mrs. Walter .ray
Morton Tuesday evening. As a number s H. Milieu
17 00
MIm L. S. Holmes
was elected to till the position.
of them were not in town, only seventeen C. R Klnir
15.00
40.S4
Every other man and boy in the place were preseut. Duly attired in masks ! H. A. RohliluH
7Î.00
M
S.
were
King
the aud appropriate costume, the guests
jack-knife.
IS 00
C. M Hr*M
72 ou
burglars raided the store of FA Shurt guided up the hill by ghosts aud hob- Renj Tucker
50
27
was
of
that
entirely C. H. Brett.
goblins, to a house
let! & Co., they carried off an invoice
23 20
knives, most of which were recovered dark. The time till nearly midnight Ε. W. Nov»»..
75
42
W. H. ami G II. I>unn,
14 00
aDd put into the burglar sale at low was spent in a succession of eerie pur- C. * Haven A Son
of
the
17.»*)
fortunes
individual
L. Κ Everett
prices, ami a great many took advantage suits. The
2S.n0
Β. Κ Ci'over
of the opportunity to stock up.
party were told by a witch in the attic, Mo*we
UK on
Young,
the visitors braved its
as one by one
23.41
R. K. Morrill,
Mrs Francetta Fletcher, widow of
a
were
37.S3
refreshments
The
terrors.
W
Whitman
I..
1H.8·»
Eugene Fletcher, formerly of South witch's broth, served from a kettle, and I. P. Pen ey
2>25
l'aris died Friday at the home of: her
like appropriate articles of food. V. K. Dunn
other
14.00
Co
Parle Manufacturing
Mrs. G. A. Chandler, in West
21 00
A prominent feature was the mystery Record Sister»,
IB 00
Sumner, where she lias been for some
cake, but alas! no one knows who wil! Ε M. Everett
ΐβ.00
For a number of years, dating
Α. Ε. Jackson
years.
be the first married, as some one in much T. S Turner
14 «η
from a time previous to her leavm75.00
hunger unwittingly swallowed the ring. Nurwav Grange,
>>outh Paris, she had been iu failin„
70.00
A delightfully creepy time is reported. Pari» Grange
W
65
health. One eon, W. R. Fletcher, surFrederick Koli'.e Grange
60 00
Bear Mmntaln Urange
vives her.
Mrs. Ε. C. Andrews.
«5
12
M m. C. II. Powntng
16 00
Mrs Mabel E., wife of Dr. E. C. An- S. H. I>awe«
A recent number of the Philadelphia
who
died
Oct.
an
article
of
North
Anson,
drews
contains
Evening Telegraph
at
Rumford
School Accommo<lations
describing the thorough system with 27th, was a native of Lovell, daughter of
Falls.
which B. F. Keith's theatres are man- Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Brown of that
town, and was born June 22. lStid. She
A town meeting was held at Kuroford
aged, illustrating it by incidents
to Keith's theatre in that city, and in- graduated from Fryeburg Academy in Full·· last Monday, to consider the matlu lsSVslie married Dr. Andrews, ter of additioual accommodations for
1885.
cidentally paying high
who had just graduated from the medi- the scholars within the corporation. A
the manager of the theatre wh
well known, is Harry- T. Joriiau. lor cal school, aud went with him to North committee of five was chosen to take
Ansou where their home has since been. into consideration the question of purmerly of this place.
Death was due to cerebral meningitis.
for a high school building,
"Samantha Allen at the Court of She leaves a husband and two children, chasing a lot
similar buildings as they
Fame" on Tuesday ami Wednesday and is also survived by her pareDts and to investigate
may deem advisable, to procure plans,
evenings, is the event of the week one brother.
aud to submit their report to a future
one
locally. The sale of ^
meeting, presumably the next annual
On Friday, tUe
of the beet ever known
Fryeburg Academy.
meeting.
day the sale opened, there was a long
Khetoricals for the sophomore class
Before the action was taken Hon.
line waiting for the sale to begin at »
Gordon was Waldo Pettongill spoke brietly sitting
Dr.
took place Oct. 20.
a^u
wasover
the
before
o'clock,
day
and passed a few remarks on the his idea as to the mattor. His idea is
two-thirds of the house for the hrst presentand defects of the
merits
speaking.
that the building should be so constructniirht and half the second, had been
Mid-term exams have just passed and ed of brick or some such lasting material,
There are still some seats left, and
SuUl
we all feel relieved.
that it will beeuduring, and a permanent
none of the seats in this hall are bad
Archie Harnden was chosen president ornament to the town in an architectural
ones.
of the senior class at the last meeting. sense. It should be sizable, with a view
This class has decided to give a drama to the future population of the town,
A good house was out for the
to raise money for graduation.
and in his opinion, it should be planned
ber supper and entertainment of the
The sophomores gave a Hallowe'en so that eventually, when the time was
Universalis! (iood Cheer Society Wedwas
Music
31.
Oct.
ripe, a manual training school for the
nesday evening. The supper was tirst- party Tuesday,
Jackson's orchestra.
where the
class with baked beans as the staple. furnished by
young men, and a department
in
young women might receive training
"The Old Country Store," the eaterWest Oxford Fair Officers.
domestic departments, might be conwhich afterwards
Uinment
The annual meeting of the West Ox- ducted in conjunction with the regular
about an hour, is largely explained by
its title. The scene is laid in Jackson s ford Agricultural Society was held Fri- high school studies.
folThe
committee chosen consists of
time, and the characters represent the day, Oct. 28, at Fryeburg, and the
Waldo Pettengill, O. J. Gonva, John K.
various types of buyers ami the people lowing officers were chosen:
Harmon H:irtvleo, Ka*t Kryebur*. Stephens, Stanley Bisbee, and S. A. Burwho make the couutry store a resort to
Vice-President— \ibert Hill, BroTntleM.
leigh.
talk politics, gossip, and tell stories.
Secretary—Κ Walker McKt-uu. Kr>eiiurit.
a lot of laughs and kept the auFinance Coin» tte·»—'Charles Fox. Frre*>un;
Faust at Norway Thursday Evening.
antithe
Chandler
Ilrowndel
Bu/.zell,
well
entertained,
;
James
Hill.
dience pretty
One of the most important engagetf,Tect·
to-the
Fryeburg.
costumes
adding
quated
ments ever presented at the Opera House,
Part
the wind-up to the play. Albert
Football.
Norway, will bo seen Thursday evening.
as sheriff attached the goods of the store
The game between Hebron Academy The attraction is Manstiold's Faust. The
and proceeded to sell them out at auction.
The audience were not very sharp bid- and Kent's Hill, played at Hebron Sat- compauy carries a complete production
including
ders nevertheless a fair sum was realized urday forenoou iu the storm and mud, of this great immortal play,
and
was won by Hebron by a score of 17 to 0. the georgeous electrical, mechanical
the sale. The sale of
scenic effects. The great Brocken scene,
aurons by
the younger classes of the
Business Notices.
one of the most weird and sensational
Sunday School earlier in the evening
situations ever produced, will be
K. A. lleiiiuer of

Springfield,

Mass., is

j
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occupy*
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A. J. Nevers returned from a visit
with his son, Dr. Harry P. Nevers, at
Bingham, the flrst of the week. Mr.
Nevers drove to Bingham by way of

Farraitigton.

The Norway Water Company have the
frame of their new pumping station up
and boarded. They intend to operate it
in the near future.
B. Window Marston, who recently
sold hi» farm in the western part of the
town, has moved to the village into the
house owned by Charles A. Pride near
the railway station. He intends to purchase a place in the village iu the ucar
future.
Mrs. F. E. DeCoster entertained her
lady friends on Hallowe'en evening at
her home on Pike Hill. Some twenty
in costume enjoyed a most delightful
hour in the mysteries and charms of the
31st «if October. The company later
enjoyed whist and a most abundant
"spread" of good things to eat.
A Hallowe'en party was also iu order
at the home of Thaddeus Cross on Main
Street. The young people assembled in
proper costumes in the most appropriately decorated rooms and passed tbe
was
evening in pleasantry. There
enough of the origiual mysteries, spells
and charms of Hallowe'en known to
mark the evening as one of great
pleasure to all.

also well patronized.

Fur coats repaired and put in firat
There is pretty sure to be something
F. H. Noyes Co.
to- class condition.
Club
Fan-Tan
the
when
gets
doing
aether and when their meeting is at the
leather, canvas and
Russian vests,
homestead, and the occasion is lamb-lined coats at F. H. Noyes Co.
that night when all the
For correct styles and best values in
Hpirits of the middle ami lower world
suits and overcoats always go to F. H.
are supposed to be abroad, assurance of
Co.
events is doubly assured. Noyes
The uowers of ilarknesp are said to have
IN TIME OF
bard .t lligblanJ C»(t.*«
first months of the Russia-Japan
the
In
of
the
appearance
Tuesday night. As to
war we had a striking example of the
the party, while the club is strictly a
for preparation and the early
feminine body, and mere man may not necessity
of those who, so to speak,
be admitted, it Is reported that all were, advantage
in dry
"have shingled their roofs
as bidden masked and in ghostly
garb-^- weather." The virtue of preparation
literally devilish in the,, has made history and given to ua our
make-up. Following the
The individual aa well as
men.
through a dimly lighted chamber ol greatest
nation should be prepared for any
in the cellar, which tried th* the
emergency. Are you prepared to sucnerves of them all, they gamed the hv
cessfully combat the first cold you take?
A cold can be cured much more quick
treated aa soon aa it baa been
ly-when
ol
the
the
totutee ra
«eating
contracted and before It baa become
a
dismemberec
while
circle, blindfolded,
the syatem. Chamberlain's
, settled in
hand and other gruesome things w
la famoua for ita cures ol
MMd from one to another. No, it ww Cough Remedy
colds and it should be kept at han(i
hand which had
for instant uae. For aale by Sburt
mvsterv but as It was covered with «κ I ready
leff A Co., South Paria; Jones Drug
and had been reposing inthe
Oxford ; Noyes .Drug Store, Nor
it had acquired quite a realistic feel g Store,
Clam chowder was served without cere way.
I
munv Item a glpej kettle, a«l 'ollo»«
Tbe discovery was made at Boothbaj
by other refreshment, and amid * >
that Misa I aa bel le Beala
rounding, in full harmony wNhMfc Harbor Tuesday
had committed auicide bj
spirit of the occasion, the feativuw t aged 48 years,
r drowning in a bath tub tilled with water
were kept up until the witching: h
Misa Beala
I She waa fully dressed.
gboete walk II
the nartv left for home in a body,, κ» r .«whose mind has been affected some tint
not
aeen
since Sun
been
haying ** » deI,«ht by A' ness, had

Haiîîlwe'en

înterestmg

PEACE."

wTorted

-ch-w^rt

ZZÏ*

my*Uc.e,R"1

SÎTV

X.

mutiuSprotection,
lui
evening.

tb.J««V&. «J

day tight.

a

meeting,

ao 1 made myself at
I always like to go to a public
meeting where they furnish a good, freo
dinner. You may rest assured that 1
enjoyed the dinner and a very good entertainment.
The ladies of Hebron are experts on
baked beans, and on entertainment, as
Josh Billings said, they have no equals
and but few superiors. For dinner we
had besides the beans all sorts of good
pies and fancy cakes. I noticed one cake
that was dated 1874, which would make
it 31 years old. If it bad been made as
long as that, it was in a remarkable state
The entertaiument
of preservation.
consisted of music by the choir, select
reading, and a history of the grange by
Mrs. Emma Phillips, and speeches by
different members for the good of the
order. What the men said was very
good (what there was of it), but when
the ladies spoke it was something worth
listening to. Mrs. Givens, one of the
oldest members, is a host in herself.
When she spoke she spoke to the point,
and did not waste any words. She said,
''Brothers and sisters, we mus!· putonr
shoulder to the wheel and lift if we
make a success of this grange," and I
think by the look of her eye that she
After a short
meant what she said.
prayer of well chosen words by Deacon
Cummings, the meeting shut down and
I walked home, feeling I bad spent a

public

home.

profitable day.

Wu. Cue» man.

A Direful Tale.
That I'arkhurst man seems to have
gone from Aroostook down into Hancock County, judging from this truthful
story in the Bangor News:
Ezra B. Phillips of Otis, a farmer near

Maple Poud,

came

home recently from

the first vacation he ever liad in his life.
He and his family took two weeks off
seeing the county fairs. Phillipe has
mnde up his mind to either quit farming
or stay at home in the future, for his
farm was a wreck when he got back.
Deer, moose and raccoons had trampled
down and ruined all of his late corn. A
bear had broken down the fence. All of

pair.

Bankrupt's

Dress Qoods

JOSIAH

1904.

The following llet of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners in the town of Bethel, aforesaid, for the year lflOt, committed to me for col
lection for said Town on the 11th day of June,
1004, remain unpaid ; and notice le hereby given
that If said taxes w th Interest and charges are

not previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as Is sufficient and necessary to pay the
amount due therefor, Including Interest ami
charges, will be sold at public auction at Odeun
Hall, In said town, on the first Monday In
December, 1905, at nine o'clock a. m.

fiarcel

acres,

5

S
*

?<

GESTIVE

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock I
Poplar delivered al

and

DI-

any elation.

SYSTEM,

Ε. H. PIKE,

good

condition.

Cards,

card, to

only at

Bankrupt's

In tho matter of
WILLIS O.

Ii. M.

Norway·,

We h.ive suits for all ages.
suits fo' hoys from 3 to 8.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Revelation Shoes.
discriminating taste; the woman who
desirous of having the BEST and yet does not desire
Ν wearing the
pay Exclusive Price*,

The

of

woman

is

to

Revalation Shoe.
Made in Patent Colt, Kid, Gun Metal Calf.

per
be found

SELLING AT

Popular Prices of $3.00 and $3.50.
AT

Pharmacist.

Frothingham's,

W. O.

!

Petition for Discharge.

RECORD,

)

}

Bankrupt. )

In

Save money

WILLIS

buy

a

good

JAMES IN. FAVOR, &°sfstthoerI,ucker

KTorway. Maine.

PI Main at,,

Carpet Room

Our

Is getting into its Fall Dress. It
has all kinds of Floor Covers.

J

itors copies of said petition and tbls order, addressed to them at tbelr place· of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakencb Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 28th day of Oct.,

Carpets,

Squares, Carpet Sized Rugs, Mud

Art

Mats, Rubber Mats, Wire Mats, Stove Hats and all

A. D. 1905.

JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWET,Clerk.

[L. ·.]

Maine.

a

prices.

ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟΧ.

Longley,

to

made of

District op Maine, ss.
On tbls 28th day of Oct.. A. D. 1906, on reading the foregoing petition, it Is—
Ordered by tbe Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 17th day of InNov.,
said Dis190S, before said Court at Portland,
notbat
and
trict, at 10 o'clock In tbe forenoon ;
tlcc thereof be published In tbe Oxford Demo·1
;
and
In
said
District,
crat, a newspaper printed
that all known creditors, and other persons In
and
time
said
tbe
at
place,
Interest, may appear
and sbow cause, If any they have, why the
be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, Tbat
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred-

charge

horse

horse blanket because they are
and will last twice as long
material
good strong
as a cheap blanket that costs but a few cents less. I have
some of the best made blankets I ever sold, at reasonable
It pays

WILLIS 0. RECORD.
Bankrupt.

to.

by buying your

5-A Horse Blanket.

Bankruptcy.

To tho Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the I>U
tria Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
O. RECORD of Fairfield, In the County of Somerset, but formerly of South Parle,
In the Countv of Oxford and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
past, he was
on the 20th day of April, last
of
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Actshas
be
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
and
rights
his
all
surrendered
property
duly
of property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, That be may be decreed
all
by tbe Court to have a full discharge from
debts provable against his estate under said
are
as
debts
such
Acts,
except
Bankruptcy
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 18th day of Oct., A. D. 1905.

Plumbing and Heating.
team.

showing

of

boys'

in

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

L. M. BESSEY.
R. F. D. No. ι. West Paris, Me.

for

we are

XI. B. Foster,

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

particulars

No

j

ioc.

BROOKS—The

RHODE ISLAND REDS.

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

superior

values that

Russian and Junior
Norfolk and double breasted suits for boys from S
to 16.
Long trousers suits for the larger boys.

F. A. TAYLOR,
Buckfield, Me.

Headache.

attended

to

proof

stock of Boys' Clothing offers

new

wearing apparel.

in the highest
style of the art
is to be seen in
the latest thing
in Souvenir Post

OPTICIAN,

Interment Pine Grove ceme-

the

|

Mini

Samuel Richards,

Tuesday.

Apply

XŒâfiûen^'^V

Our

For Sale.

House of S rooms, stable and two
All in
acres of land, fruit trees, etc.

only

Dr.

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

glasses

the son of C. Willis
He,
Glasses op weekly payments.
Palmer, aged twenty-one years. A Parmenter. Read
my ad.
School
of
the
High
Norway
graduate
and a most estimable and promising
held at Lovell
Born.
young man. Funeral was

of

PEELED PULPWOOD.

GLASSES

ly

s
set

Wanted.

THE VITAL CENTER.

YOL'B

I

Zenas C. E»tes, the Ν. Λ. Austin lot,
4.7Λ
part of Ethrldge farm,
7.00
C. M Goes, the l>. N. Goes Farm,
Town
of
the
of
Taxes
Collector
F J. TYLER,
of Itethel.
Oct 20.1903.

NO MAN STRONGEK THAN HIS STOMACH.
STRENGTHEN

SUITS.

2"*
2
S3Ï
«2 à
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^2
gI
f2
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χ

μ ο

~Ζ

ο

I BOYS'

-i

V.-C »
e=r

1j
«

».

FREDERICK R. DYER, Administrator.

I.ET MI-O-NA

ο
Β

5

0

loss.

more or

v

u

physicians

I

Try

Hyomei

please

Cure

was

Purs

Children's Coats

has performed almost miracuIf jrou are thinking of children's coats,
Large line of all gradée, many style·,
lous cures of catarrh, and is to-day recF.
An I. O. O.
Encampment ognized by leading members of the med- yon cannot do better than to see our $1.25 to $25.
re- ical
Watch Charm. If found
profession as the only advertised line.
ONE LOT children'· fur aete, imitation
remedy that can be relied upon to do
turn to
just what it claims. The complete out- ONE LOT infants' coats of eider down, ermine, muff and collar with two tail·
CHARLES E. BRETT,
fit of Hyomei costs 11.00, and consists of
in pink, red and blue, neat little coat
$2.98
on each end, neat little aet,
an inhaler, a medicine dropper, and a
South Paris.
with yoke, large collar trimmed with
bottle of Hyomei.
seta from -91.25 up.
Other
$1.50
braid, sateen lined,
Breathe Hyomei through the inhaler
Petition for Discharge.
for a few minutes four times a day, and ONE LOT children's coats, full length,
In the matter of
)
it will cure the worst case of catarrh, it
JOSIAH H. FOX.
I In Bankruptcy. soothes and heals the mucous membrane of heavy flannel, in blue, red and
Bankrupt. )
irritation
brown, sateen lined with heavy inter- We have the beet line we have ever
To the Hoir. Clarehce Hals, Judge of the of the air passages, prevents
District Court of the United State· for the and effects a complete and lasting cure.
lining, double capes edged with white shown.
District of Maine:
In Paris there are scores of well known
$2.98
2 to β years,
braid,
Π. POX, of Lovell, In the CounONE LOT plaide, pretty color· in red·,
who have been cured of catarrh
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, 1b people
paid District, respectfully represents, that on by Hyomei. If it does not cure you, F. ONE LOT coats, sizes β to 14 years,,
blues, browns, 28 inche· wide, neat for
the 4th day of March, last past, he was duly A.
Shurtleff & Co. will return the
sleeve plaited at,
dresses and waists, 13 I-3C.
children's
of
large
Acts
weight,
under
the
good
Congress
bankrupt
adjudged
for Hyomei. This is the
relation to bankruptcy; that he has duly sur- money you pay
$3.98 ON"Ε LOT nun's veiling and cashmere,
cuff, blue, brown and green,
rendered all his property and rights of property, strongest evidence that can be offered as
and has fully complied with all the requirements to their faith in the remedy.
for waists and evening dresses, these
ONE LOT children's coats of heavy
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
bis bankruptcy.
come in cream, blues, pink, green,
blue and green, collar
zibeline,
brown,
be
decreed
Wherefore he prays, that he ra«y
and cuff trimmed with silk braid and
tans, pearl, all dainty shades, 36 inches
by the Court to nave a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
50c.
wide, all wool,
*unh debts as are exvelvet, belted back, 0 to 14 years, $4.98
bankruptcy Acts, except
cepted by law from such discharge. D. 1906.
and
in
mixtures
ONE
LOT
suitings
Dated this 25th day of October, A.
ONE LOT misses' coats, three-quarter
JOSIAH H. FOX, Bankrupt.
Panama, blue, brown, green and
plain
and
black
in
mixture
length, novelty
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
gray, good weight, 50 inches wide,
brown, light, velvet collar, plaited
District of M aime, as
87 l-JC.
to
18
14
in
two
back,
on
readA.
D.
1905,
straps
On this 4th day of Nov..
cuff,
Ιηκ the foregoing petition. It Is
in
I)
It
ESS
BLACK
$10.00
goods
many weaves
years
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha·!
D
and grades, an extra good line for
upon the same on the 24th day of Nov., A.Dis.
dash
ladies'
mixed,
gray
ONE LOT
coats,
19uft, before *ald Court at Portland, In said
$1.00
trir.t, at 1ft o'clock In the forenoon; and that
heavy weight, lined over shoulders,
notice thereof be publUhed In The Oxford Demand browns.
in
line
blues
Large
neat
$12.50
and
loose
said
In
cuff,
a
District,
back,
ocrat, newspaper printed
Bye Speolallat.
that all known creditors, and other persons In Glasses, Cash or Credit.
Satisfaction GuarInterest, may appear r.t the said time and place,
Free.
Tested
anteed.
Eyes
Mail orders receive our prompt and careful attention.
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted. WORWAY, MAINE.
And It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send bv mall to all known creditors
Notice
copies of said pettUon and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Owners.
of
Wl ness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and I he »eal thereof, at PortNov..
of
4th
on
the
In
said
day
District,
land,
8TATK OF ΜΑΠΕ.
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.
[i.e.]
A true copv of petition and order thereon.
Unp&lil taxes on lands situated In the town of
Attest :-J.\MES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
Bethel, In the County of Oxford, for the year

j

SELLS~MORB

working

LOST.

The stomach is yonr vital center.
No man is stronger than his stomach.
The average man measures bis physical vitality by bis heart, his kidneys, or
his lungs. Yet it is the stomach that
should first be considered when you cast
up the account of health.
Every organ of the body is sustained
ants lease the mill at the outlet of the
250
and nourished by food which is convertlake just above which is the plaintiff's
of
best
the
stories
living
by
complete
ed into nutrition in the etomach and conboat house. The outlet is narrow and
of
character,
Mtory-writere—stories
to every part of the system in the
in the spring and early summer often stoiies of achievement, stories of humor. veyed
For this reason, when
form of blood.
filled with logs for the mill.
1000
j
the stomach is strengthened with Mi-oMay Thibodeau has accepted a position notes on current events and discoveries ua and is able to convert the food into
iu the telephone office at Bangor where in the field of science and natural his-1
nourishment, all other organs soon besh« is now working.
tory.
This explains many cures of
come well.
A large delegation from the G. A. R.
!
2000
or kidnev diseases in the
heart,
liver,
and Relief Corps w»-re entertained at Mr.
of
items
bright and amusing anecdotes,
cases where Mi-o-na is used.
and Mrs. George Whitman's most pleas- strange and curious knowledge, poems
It is the most wonderful health reantly Thursday evening.
and eketches.
storer known, and is sold by F. A.
Frank H. Beck reports a very good
its
offers
The
is
what
This
Companion
A- Co. under an absolute guarvisit with his parents and friends at readers during 190ft. And the quality of Shurtleff
antee that it costs nothing unless it reWoodstock.
it is fully equal to the quantity. The stores health. Just one little tablet out
The Browning Reading Club were with ;
sen- !
paper is interesting without being
of a 50 cent box of Mi-o-na for a few
Mrs. Henry J. Bangs on Main Street national,
bright without being flashy, days, and you will soon see a great imwithout
Monday eveuing.
and strengthening
elevating
provement in your health.
Rev. Sumner Bangs with his wife of
being prosy—a paper for every member
visited hie brother, town· of tho
Oakland,
family.
treasurer H. J. Btiugs, the first of the
A full Announcement of the new
week. Mr. Bangs preached at the Bap- volume will be sent with sample copies
tist church in this village Sunday.
of the paper to any address on request.
Kev. and Mrs. C. R. Tenney of Au- The new subscriber for 1906 who sends
burn were with Mr. Tenney's sinter, 31.75 for the new volume at once will reMrs. F. A. Danforth, the first of the ceive free all the remaining issues for
week.
1905, iucluding the Doable Holiday
M. C. Davis. II. W. Tburlow and A. L.
The
also
Companion's For
Numbers;
have sent
E. Thurlow
F.
and
Poland
of
many ye<Ts
Chipnian
"Minutemen" Calendar for 190ft, lithoTree
Elm
visited
Colony.
of Portland
and
colors
in
twelve
gold.
to
Patient»
their Headache
graphed
17. O. P. F., Wednesday evening, and inTub Youth's Companion,
stalled the officeie for the current term. 144 Berkeley Street,
fitted, and the reme to hive
Boston, Mass.
Harry Plummer of the Advertiser is
mother at
with
his
vacation
been
his
has
sult
the
truly wonderful. I
enjoying
The third nhooting accident of
Portland.
season in the vicinity of Perham
hunting
have many testimonials from grateJohn A. Lansing of Cambridge, Mase., was
reported Tuesday, when Leonard j
will speak at the Congregational church Green
fatally shot his cousin, William 1 ful patrons but have space here for
in this village on Sunday, Nov. 26th, on Green. William Green was making hie
"The triumphs of the kingdom of God
with a
one :
way back to cantp at the time,
on earth."
white bag on his back, and Leonard misSouth Pabis, Mk., April 30,18U7.
John Conkling, the official surveyor of took him for a doer. It is reported as a
me pleasure to certify to the sklllfulIt
the Norway and Western, left town this singular coincidence that about two ness gives
During
of Mr. S Richards as an Optician.
is
office
he has bail the entire ctre of
week. The Deering Street
six
the
years ago while hunting, a brother of mv past andyears
as I
headache
have
the
I
not
do
closed until spring.
William Green accidentally killed a did eyes,
tofore he fltied my oyee with glasses, and I
A baked bean supper and entertain- brother of Leonard Green.
would advise anyone wltn weak eyes to coneult
ment at the Congregational church vesMr. Richards.
DR. C. L. BUCK, Dentist.
CHAPPED HANDS.
trv Wednesday evening, Nov. 8th.
is
of
Mass.,
Swan
Effle
Lynn,
Mrs.
Wash your hands with warm wateri
with her father, Benj. Bacon, who is
dry with a towel and apply Chamberconfined to hie room with eicknees.
lain's Salve just before going to bed,
Emma McCrellis has given up her and a
speedy cure is certain. This salve
to accept that of
Portland
at
position
is also unequaled for skin diseases. For GRADUATE
book-keeper for her father in his new sale by Shurtleff <& Co., South Paris;
SOUTH PARIS.
mill near Adams' mill.
Noyés Drug Store, Norway; Jones Drug!
G. Julian Brownie replacing his hot
Oxford.
Store,
air furnace with a modern steam beater.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Parmenter have
Carl Leland, aged 19, of East Sangertaken rooms in the Beal Block on Main ville, was fatally shot Wednesday by the
Call and select you a good rose comb
Street.
accidental discharge of a revolver which Rhode Island red cockerel for broeding.
William
and
P.
Lewis
Bartlett, Jr.,
Bred from prize stock.
he was examining.
Gale of Lynn, Mass., were in town this
You need one of our thoroughbred fox
for
RelUf for Worn··!.
outlook
la
the
Hrre
week.
report
They
bounds from great hunting strains to
If you have pains In the back, Urinary, Bladbusiness in the shoe line to be first class.
protect your farm yard from foxes,
der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasGeorge W. Whitman and wife left for ant herb
for w· man's Ills, try Mothr 1 skunks and all intruders.
remedy
the south the first of the *erk. Tbey Gray's initralUn-Leaf. It Is a safe monthly
MRS. F. H. SANBORN,
will stop several days In Washington on regulator. At Drugirtsts or by mall 90 cents. 1
Denmark, Maine.
Mother
The
KKKK.
Address,
1
the way and will pass the winter at Simple package
Gray Co.. I<e Βο» Ν. Y.
Seffuer, Fla.
Wanted.
Dr. Bial F. Bradbury has shingled and Don'tUtt l'ooliorel «et Alleu'· Foot-Ease
old enoueh to do chores,
painted the roof ot his dwelling house.
.A
curee
that
boy
tired,
selling,
* wonderful powder
Frank C. Palmer after a short sickness swollen, sweating feet and makes new or tight for board and schooling* or an elderhis
Foot-Ease.
Allen'·
at
for
Oot.
Aak
eh'es easy.
to-day
29th,
died Sunday morning,
man to do chores.
and Shoe Stores 35 cts. Don't
Lovell camp where he was staying for At all Druggists
any ruhstttut*.
to
Write for
Cause of death consump- accept
his
tion.

A

DAT AND BE CURED.
You can find almost anything you need in women's and children's
If a few years ago someone bad said
Here are just a few of the many bargains.
air apparel in our large stock.
hoarse, or even after the croupy cough you can cure catarrh by breathing
a healing balsam, the idea
with
&
Shurtleff
For
sale
charged
Co.,
by
appears.
Prices always right.
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; would have been ridiculed, and it rethat eminent investigator, R.
for
mained
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
T. Booth, to discover in Ryomel this
method of cure.

his cabbages wore gnawed and spoiled.
Muskruts bad taken a fancy to the beets
NOTICE.
and scooped them all out. There wasn't
Pursuant to a licence from the Honorab'e
had
rabbits
The
a turnip or carrot left.
Judge of Probate for the County of Oxford. I
«ell at public auction, at or near the saw
girdled the fruit trees. Feathers here Bh-ill
mill at Knst Sumner, In said county, on Thurshad
foxes
where
the
showed
there
■iml
day. the seventh dav of December, A. D. 1905.
The squir- at 10:30o'clock, Λ. M., the following described
eaten a fine flock nf turkeys.
rels had got into the granary and carried parcels of real estate belonging to the estate of
late of Sumner, In said
•>ff all of his sweet corn. The wood- Adonliam J. Berry,
count?, deceased, viz. :
chucks had feasted on the celery until
All the (qulty of redemption said deceased bud
there was not a marketable bunch left. < In'hn following described property at his deas follows : a certain lot or
Hears or dogs had killed five sheep. The cens.· and described
of land situated In East Sumner Village,
promising five-year-old colt left in the η the town of 8umner, together with the sawthereon, the watr prlv.
pasture had been mixed up with a barbed mill and shingle machine
said property t«r driving the
wire fence and was practically ruined. liege belonging to
same and all propcty belonging nnd pertaln'ng
Tramps had dug several bushels of po- to said mill and known as the Saw-Mill Property
tatoes and used up a part of the front In said village of East Sumner.
a certain tract or parcel of land lying In
yard fence to build a fire to cook them, theAlso,
town of Haitford, In said county, ana being
and one side of the newly painted barn ! the northwest corner of 'ot numbered six In the
was plastered with circus posters after; Klflh Range of lots In said town, l>ounded and
»t a hemhe had stood guard all summer and * described a·» folows:theCommercing
west s!de of the road
lock tree standing on
threatened to shoot the first bill poster ; running through said lot. seventeen anil one-half
who stepped on the premises. The wind- ! rods fioui <he center of said road as uow travnorth Ino of said
mill had been struck by lightning and aj eled, where It Intersectsν the
lot; thence west eight rods to the northwest
telephone pole had been planted in the corner of the lot; thence soutn thirty rods;
thence ea*t parallel with the uottb line eighty
middle of the driveway.
rod* to a stake and atones; thence north thirty
rods to the hemlock tree, containing tlfteen
in

tery.
In Roxbury, Oct. 31, to the wife of Ruel Taylor,
It is reported that the iron bridge to a ι·οη.
stage
In Waterford, Oct. to the wife of William
as be placed over Tannery Brook near J. F.
this
at
exactly
engagement
presented
will arrive in the HolmMea ι, a daught τ.
it is in all the large cities. The costumes Bolster's marble shop,
In Kaat Fryebunf, Oct. 98, to the wife of HarA crew are at work on the old L
are magnificent, costly and complete in near future.
Orny, a son.
underit
la
and
the
tone,
of
in Norway, Oct. 31, to the wife of O. L.
bridge
every detail. Those worn by Marguerite abutments
a
be
will
street
daughter.
the
All stood that
completed
are especially worthy of notice.
In Krvant's Pond, Oct. 31, to the wife of Dana
O. Dudley, a daughter.
lovers of high class drama should not for use in a few weeks.
Wood has taken
fail to see this gigantic production. Seats j Street Commissioner
and
Street
on
Pearl
walk
the
Stone's
F.
Ρ
at
plank
up
will be on sale in advance
Married.
Street in front of J. W.
drug store, Norway. Special prices for on PleasantDr. F. E. Drake's and in the
and
50
cents.
Nash's
35
and
this engagement: 25,
In She'burne, Ν. Η Oct. 28, by James SimpI place of plank built dirt walks. It is
None higher.
and Ml s Josephine
will son, Esq Mr Fred E. Swan
walks
new
no
that
understood
plank
;
Hobba, both of Paris.
Personal.
be constructed, but those now in use will I In Rumford Centre, Oct. 23, Mr. Milan R.
abutters' ex- : Hatch and Ml«s Vmlly M. Jones, both of Peru,
I be replaced with brick at
i In Richmond, Que. June 33, Mr. Fred 8.
or with dirt paid for by the town.
pense
of
Moore and Miss Charlotte J. Young, both of
Fryeburg
Hon. Albion P. Gordon
A large number of new books have Norwuv
Cobb
Governor
has been renominated by
and
In Bethel, Out 18, Mr. Johp C. Saunders of
Ithe
at
been received
public library
as inspector of prisons and jails.
Harrison and Miss A>idlé tyorr of Bethel,
are nearly ready to be issued to the
In Norway, Nov. 1, by Rev. C. A. Brooks, Mr.
I Am·)· Burnett of Pari· and Miss Myrtle Brook
OF CHAMBERLAIN'S patrons of the Institution.
Phil Stone, with E. S. Paul & Co., of Greenwood.
CONCH REMEDY THAN OF ALL
In Norway, Nov 1, by George-L. Curtis, Esq.,
Lewiston, cloaks, etc., has been promot- Mr. DavM F. Thompson and Miss Ellen M.
OTHERS PUT TOGETHER.
! ed to the bead of the tailor department. Harper, both of Norway.
Mr. Thos. George, a merchant at Mt. I
H. F. Andrews, of the firm of H. F. & I lu Gorhaoi, Ν. H., Oct 35, by Rev. E. W. Ken·
Mr. Henry Carter of Bethel and Miss
Elgin, Ontario, ··?·: "I have had the Ε. E. Andrews, will return from the nlion,
Ines J· Harrimau of Gorham.
for Chamberlain's Cough west with a carload of horses about the
! local agency
ever since it was Introduced 10th Inst.
; Remedy
Died.
into Canada, and I sell as much of it as
I do of all other lines I bave on my
Oct.
In
38, Nathanl 1 Hlscock,
■helves pnt together. Of the many doz- BILIOUS ATTACK QUICKLY CURED. aged East Dlxfleld,
78yrare.
Francetta
ens sold under guarantee, I have not bad
In West Sumner, Nov. 3, Mrs
A few weeks ago I had a bilious at- Fletcher, aged 55 years.
I can personally
one bottle returned.
Hannah
to
not
able
L„ wife
was
In
I
31,Mrs.
severe
so
NorthVarla,Oct
recommend this medicine as I have used tack that was
two days. Falling to of Frank Webb, aged 37 years.
it myself and given it to my children go to the office for
In Portland, Oct. 38, Ethel Head of Denmark,
and always with the best result*." Foi get relief from my family physician's ind about 30years.
Albany, Oct. 35, Joslah Connor, a<ed about
sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South treatment, 1 took three of Chamberlain's 88 In
years.
Liver Tablets and the next
In Lovell Center, Oct. 39, Frank C. Palmer of
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Stomach and
day I felt like a new man.—H. C. Bai- Norway, aged II years
Drug Store, Norway.
la Bethel, Oct 31, Mrs. Matilda M. (Willis)
ley, Editor of the News, Cbapin, S. C.
Λ Cleveland, aged 57 years.
F. H. Noyes Co. are agents foi These tablets are for sale by Shnrtleff
In Norway. Nov. 1,0. B. Llnnell, aged 58 years.
Ν. H., Oct. 38, Mrs. Caroline K.
Sprague's Ε no-wet trousers, 93. Beat Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store, In Berlin,
Cross, widow of Moses Cross, formerly of Bethel.
a
trousers made.
Oxford; Noyes Drag Store, Norway.

j

BREATHE HYOKEI FOUR TIMES

JU8T

of Sale of Lands
Collector's
Non-Resident

opening of spring we proj ose flecting American life in home, camp
at the earliest
to complete the road
auri field.
50
possible moment." We are all pleased to
from
headquarters. special articles contributed by famous
hear such assurance
of
the
B.
Stratton
R.
Civil Engineer
men and women—travelers, essayists,
p. & R. F. R. of Rumford Falls, appoint- soldiers, sailors, statesmen and men of
ed by the court in Thompson vs. Cum- affairs.
rnings it Sons, is making a survey ot' the
200
outlet of the lake. The suit is brought
thoughtful and timely editorial articles |
to determine the right of mill owner and 011
important public and domestic quespleasure boat possessor. The defend- tions.

health.

THOMAS SMI LEY'S

SIMPLE REMEDY FOR CATARRH.

CROUP.
medicine and one that
should always be kept In the home for
immediate uae is Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. It will prevent the attack if
given as soon as the child becomes
A reliable

DR. PARMENTER

"With the

j

j

Orange Annlverjary.
Hebron, Not. 1st, 1905.
It was my good fortune to get an Invitation to get over to the grange ball
Oct. 28i h, where they bad their 31st
anniversary of their grange. It was a
Attends

1906.
The Youth'5 Companion
100ft The Youth's Companion
During
Treasurer ana gênerai manager uauu will
publish in 52 weekly îhsuoh
of the Norway and Western Railroad in
7
an open letter says reading the road, serial stories, each a book in itself, re-

ϊΖ
was

Congregation»! Church,

Tbo New England delegation left BosThe W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. ton on Monday, Oct. 10, at 4:30 p. m., in
charge of Mr. Geo. Master·. A special Tuesday evening
L. C. Morton Thursday afternoon.
train of four cars was provided and well
Unlveraallet Church,

Work is beginning on a long lumber
ewitnr
Kev. J. Wallace Chesbro, shed which will largely increase the
ttaptlst Church.
10:45
a.
service
On
Sunday,
preaching
Pastor.
at the plant of the
6:23 p. storage capacity
<abb»th School 12 μ.; Υ. Γ s. C E
m
Paris Manufacturing Co.
μ
Prayer meeting 7 P. J· ; Tuesday evening
All are
Scats free.
μ γη ver service at 7:#).
Mr. and Mrs. Wirt Stanley entertained
welcome.
a
few of their married friends at λ
lutversallst Church, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor
service every Sunday at 10:45a. M.
tlf
partridge and woodcock tea lawt Friday
7
M.
at
12
service,
School
Evening
Sunday
eveuing. A very pleasant occasion.

of each month.
I» of K.—Mount Pleasant Kebekah Lodge, No.
it, meets second and fourth Fridays of each
m.mtù in Old Fellows' Hall.
«... Λ. K.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14^. meet*
lir-t and third Saturday evenings of each
ui 'iith. In t». A. K. Hall.
Wm. K. Kimball Kellef Corps meets flret
xnd third Saturday evenings of each month. In
Kcltef Corps Hall.
P. of H.—Paris (irar.ge. from May 1 to Oct. I,
m.ets tlrst and third Saturday; during the
alnder of the year, meet» every Saturday, In
r.
ϋ. tn^e Hall.
Γ.Ο. G. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
e ι· li month.
V E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
m· ts second and fourth Wednesday evenings
of ach month.
ι·., of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Kr ay evening at Pythian Hall.

NOBWAY.

National W. C. T. U. Convention.

snowballing Monday morn

Good Cheer
thie week.

Commencing October 1,191»,

t

Boy·
ing.

Carpet Room Sundries.

$3.50 Army SI hoes for $2.50 N. Dayton Bolster & Co.
We have a lot of Men's Army Shoes, 8, 9, and io, made of
the very best of stock in every part, perfect shoes in every
THEY ARE
1.50, AND
Regular price
respect.
WORTH IT, our price whil e they last is $3.50. They are
the best goods ever sold for th at price. If you wear 8, 9 or
ίο we can

Furs,, Furs, Furs.

fit you.

WE ALSO

HAVE A L· UIGE STOCK OF THOSE

We have

Pure Gum Rubb ers

Scarf· for

W ith Leather Tops

so

popular

to

last season.

Hunt ers

are

delighted

any kind of footwear you

can

with them.

Telepho

118-a.

Children's

to have

they

are

Short Scarfs
sets

$1.39.

you examine

our

great

$1.39,

bargains.

will not smut.

Furs before

!

Long
Isa·

buying.
for 39 cents,

LiUNT,
LADIES' FURNISHING STORE
L.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman,

mo

ever seen.

25-cent neckwear for 19 cents, and 50-cent neckwear
SATURDAY, NOV. Γι.

SMILEY SH OE STORE,
F.. N. SWETT, Manager.

$2.98,

fall lihe of Furs and
best

We would like

find what you want here.

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK ,

our

bella Fox $10 to $24.

8, 10, ia, 14, and i< i inch leg. Price from $2.75
want
if
$3.75, according to length >f leg. Remember you

We have

MAIM1D.

PARIS.

SOUTH

Telephone

M.

18-4

136 Main

St.f Norway.

REACH THE SPOT.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

To curt» an aching back.
The pains of rheumatism,
The tired-out feelings,
You must reach the spot gtt at the

—

Carpets

to close out odd patterns and clean

up stock

cause.

In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the kid·

neys.

Chas. F.
Corner Main and Danforth St*..

NORWAY,

Hearts

one
can

4

;·5'

ttm

WeaK
Are due to

«Γ

MAINE.

Indigestion. Ninety-nine of

every

hundred people who have heart trouble
remember when It vu simple Indiges-

tion. It la s scientific fact that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to. but are the direct result of IndiInto the stomach
gestion. All food taken
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
swells the stomach, puffing It up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action of
that
the heart and In the course of time
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
! had stomach
Mr D. Kaubte. at Nevada. O.. «y·:
had heart trouble
trouble tod was In a bad state aj I
for about four
Cure
With It I took Kodo: Dyspepsia
Booths and It cured me.

Kodol Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous

i
9»

*·■

loins and limbs that
I could not stoop
or
up
straighten
without great pain,
had difficulty in get·

ting about and

jiÎA'tjji,

Senator W. ▲. Elaberg was talking In
.he Capitol at Albany about a certain
Ctanmpoadeaoeon topic· of Interest to the todi
egislative defeat
to solicited. Addrew : Editor Honnunw 11
I "They took their defeat with reaignaOOLtntK, Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Htlnt.
:lon," be aaid. "It wm, yon see, soften>d and made palatable for them. I beVarious Cures for Nervouaneae all ieve in that. I believe in tempering

I
I

|

J

I
I

Ho. 2J>T.—Indian Tribes.

J
I

I
morel

|

was

to

and

tired

morning

The kidney secretions were
irregular and deposited a heavy sediDoctors treated me for rheument.
matism, but failed to help me. I lost
worn

out.

Prepared

in medicine, but Doan's
relieved me so quickly
and so thoroughly that I gladly made a
statement to that effect for publication.
This was in 1SD8, and during the six
years which have elapsed I have never |
known Doan's Kidney Pills to fail.**

:o Sir Samuel Bentham in Southern
If anyone is ill he selects the France, he learned French as a relaxaflowers, taking care to get a certain kind tion from studying two or three hours
of scent, for there are people to whom I t>efore breakfast, five hours between
scents act as a quieter.
The English I breakfast and dinner, and two or three in
woman flnds a quieter in a cup of tea.
the evening. Being for the time master of
She brews it very much as the Chinese [lis own hours ana not subject to a stern
brew it, having learned a great deal of father, he took lessons also in hie spare
late about tea making.
liours in music, singing, dancing, fencTo make a cup of tea actually quiet ing and riding, but never became prothe nerves the room should be darkened, I iicient.
At sixteen Mill could speak in debate
for it is the light tbat tires the nerves
with adults with ease and freedom. At
Then the clothing should
most.
loosened. Finally the shoes should
aighteen he contributed to the Westtaken off. Then one is ready for one's minster Review. At twenty-two he was
I
Office and
cup of tea. The tea should be taken as made assistant in the India
hot as is comfortable, but never scalding. I received a large salary for those days.
The jiu jiteu has a plan for resting a I But—Mill was bald at twenty-two. He
set of tired nerves. The jiu-jitsu war- [lid not marry until he was forty-five.
rior will take a pint of fresh milk and He himself said: "I never was a boy."
heat it scalding hot. Then he will slow- It is better to let nature have its own
ly cool it until it is pleasant to the taste. way.
He will then sip it, letting each
First of the Lazy Men.
low rest in the stomach before taking I
another. Milk taken in this way is not
(Philadelphia Public Ledger.)
fattening, and it is certainly very restful. I During the Civil War a captain of a
I
steadiest
in its
The Hindoo, who has the
company which had sixty men
nerves in the world, and who is
ranks, none of whom was as energetic as
I
who
can
and
tomed to concentration,
go the officer, though he should be, hit
through feats of endurance that would upon a plan which he believed would
daunt any other man of any other race, I cure the men's habits of laziness. One
has his own way of resting his nerves. I morning, after roll-call, the captain, adHedoeeit economically and claims
his command, said:
; dressing a
he gets results.
"I have
nice, easy job for the laziest
When worn out, so tired that he can man in the company. Will the laziest
hardly stand, the Hindoo will drag him-1 man step to the front?"
self to the window and rest upon his I Instantly fifty-nine men each took a
feet. He will open his arms wide and I
step forward.
breathe deeply. This is his way of
"Why don't you step to the front?"
will
He
his
stomach.
ing his lungs and
inquired the commander of the one man
I
in
window
the
remain by
deep who did not come.
taking
breaths of pure air, meahwhiie he will I "I was too lazy," replied the soldier.
two
The
his
together, the
prayers.
say
NOT FROM CHOICE.
deep breathing and the prayers restore I
turns from the window rested I
can you spell kitten?"
him.^ Heand
"Reggie,
in mind
body. His nerves are light I! "No, mother."
and free again.
"But what do
go to school for?"

|

bel
bel
I

ΟΗΙΟΑΟΛ

Each picture represents the
an

Pare $1.25.

in

Tenney,

j

j

Oculist,

House, Norway,

ίο :3ο a. m. to 4
Eves Exam i net! free.

Office

i

choicest cocoa beans
ground to flour fineness.
The result is the most delicious, purest and finest flavored cocoa possible.
Such cocoa as Lowney's, if
made abroad and duties paid,
would cost double the Lowney

CHANDLER,

Also Window & Door Frames.

Portrait Work

Matched

Hart Wood Floor Boar le for sale.

W.

CHANDLER,
Maine

NOTICE.

fOIXTSHQNEI^lAR
Col da] Pravaats Γ

•radiev's «ringing •ulîding *rlcks;
•usan *lbley'8 *avlng *tlcka;
•essa *eaches 'ommy •ricks.
Xo. 302.—Hidden State·.

1. It Is useless
attempt to evade
law. Are you ready to proceed?
2. One may be sinewy or know that
to

The subscriber hereby (rives noUee that she
has been iluly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
FREEMAN C. MERRILL, late of Parle,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bond- as tre law directsdemands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to uresent the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
MATILDA J. MF.RRILL.
Oct 17rh, 1906

are

"

quickly.

One of them is
Try each
one until you come to the one that is
meant for you. Don't give way to your
nerves.
Keep on treating them. You
will surely discover something that is
quieting, something that is intended
for your case.

Try the nerve cures.
surely adapted to your

OPAL
ALSO
SOON
Ο Ν Ο ■

"
best." 2.
'Tls the mind that makes
the body rich." 3. "That life Is long
which answers life's great end."

tbMn. a boy mi yar» old, paiaeda Ιοηκ round
worui » Inch 1 believe tmuore than nx incbea
loiiir, « Lat you rail a Mooiai-h worm. 1 alio
with to say It It one of the
•afrit an<l >**t medicine· to
have in the lioose for children. I would not
be without

No. 292.—Triangle: 1. Polar. 2. Oven.
3. Lee. 4. Λη. 5. R.
No. *293.
Strange Cities: 1. New
4.
York.
2. Boston.
3. Rochester.
—

It now.

Sincerely yonra,
Mr·. Henry C. Joj.
Sold by all dealer»-SSc, toe, and
li.ua Wnte for free
Booklet ·» Children
and fAetr Ihtraui."
Or. I. F. Trti· A Co.
Auburn, M·.
EatablUhrd 1SS1.

^

Never Eat unless Hungry.

A prolific cause of chronic indigestion
No. 294.--Word Square: 1. Larch. 2. is
eating from habit, and simply because
Adore. 3. Royal. 4. Cramp. 5. Helps. it is meal time and others are eating. To
No. 295.
Positives and Compara- eat when not hungry is to eat without
tives: 1. Doll, dollar. 2. Dock, doctor. relish, and food taken without relish ib
wasted. Without relish the
3. Clam, clamor. 4. Seed, cedar. B. worse than
salivary glands do not act, the gastric
1*111. pillar. (L Mole, molar.
fluids are not freely eecreted, and the
best of foods will not be digested. Many
PHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE IT.
perfectly harmless dishes are severely
Many broad minded physicians pre- condemned for no other reason than
scribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they
they were eaten perfunctorily and withhave never found so safe and reliable a out relish and due insalivation.
remedy for throat and lung troubles as
Hunger makes the plainest foods enthis great medicine. F. A. Shurtleff &
It causes vigorous secretion
joyable.
Co.
of all the
and
—

new

of which

Hattie—Yes,

one

gested.

who won't.

If you are troubled with
sour

stomach,

indigestion,

or

Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
Old bachelors are not all devoid of
will
City or town, upon request. A call at the schoolFALL gratitude. One in Ohio recently died
convince you of its superiority.
who

_

TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR
In any
CAR

SALE)

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

TV.

miMYNluiMnjilNikt

girl.

rr

I

the moon to be inhabited. When it is
it is all right, but when it wanes
down to a little creecent, where the
j deuce would all the people go to?"

I full
1

And those were the last words of the
poor little disobedient mice.—-Atlanta

Constitution.

ROYAL JOKERS.
Moaarrha Wlio ne Ilninor YVn* More
Strenuoua Thau Hrlliird.

Alfonso VI. of Portugal reveled in
practicing so called jokes on his subjects, a favorite form of enjoyment being the wuylaylug and assaulting of
firing into the coaches of

passeugers,

essenyou
tial to happiness?"
"A little is." answered the easy going person. "If a man had never done
any work he would never realize how
much con: .'ort there is in having none
to do
Washington Star.

Importent to Mother·.
Brimlnn carefully erery bottle of CA8T0RIA,
a ufe and rare remedy for infants and children,
and

eee

/Ί* y

A

Th' mon that tells yez not t' worry has
eyther just got through wid a job uv
worryin' or is about t1 begin ut.

to a man when he

loafin's hard work.

I

{'

Bears the

EMILY A.CHASE, late of Paris, deceased;
>etltlon that James S. Wright or some other
| iultable person lie appointed as administrator 1
>rcscnted by Estella J. Penley, daughter and

herein named.

Signature of

Tie Kind Ton Hare Always Boug'ii

ielr at law.

EDWIN HARRIMAN, late of Hiram, de
leased; will and petition for probate thereof
•resented by tieorge L. Sawyer, the executor

ALWAYS

1

In Use For Over 30 Years.

MARY C. CORBETT, late of Hartfonl, ile'ease·!; petition that John S. Harlow or some
>ther suitable person be appointed as admlnisi'ator presented by Emma A. Fog<, daughter

TMC CCNTAUH

COMMNV,

TT MUNNAT OTBtCT. NCW YORK CITY.

ind heir at law.

MARY S. PARROTT, late of Oxford, de•eased ; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by J. E. Parrott, administrator.
CHARLES F. DAY. late of Hiram, deceased;

for order to
petition
In his hands

l/rawfbrdjf

distribute balance remainLlewellyn A.

presented by
ing
Wadsworth, administrator.

DERMOTT H. and LIZ/ΙΕ M. BOBBINS, I
minors, of Woodstock; petition for license to
»ell and convey real estate presented by Cora R.
I'ratt, formerly Cora R Bobbins, guardian.
MARY S. PARROTT, late of Oxford, de-1
ceased; tlnal account presented for allowance
by J. E. Parrott, administrator.
EVERETT NEWMAN, laft of Dlxfleld, de-1
reused; llrst account presented for allowance by
John S. Harlow, executor.
ADDISON TIRKELL, late of Paris, deceased ;
llrst account presented for allowance by Nettle
I*. Tirrell, administratrix.
JULIA G. BATKS, late of Paris, deceased;
petition for determination of collateral Inherit
ance tax preseuted by Lewis C. Bates, execu-

have

tLyy*

tor.

M

■

I

8

I

γι

more

}

than all other ranges

Single Damper (patented) ;

of the

worth the
Saves fuel—saves worry.

range.

price tr\r J

Insure bet-

111

Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented) ; makes a
better fire—one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
Gas Shelf ; goes on in place of the usual end shelf.
A supplementary gas range.
Our New Plain Designs—less nickel ornamentation—are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept

9

Cup-Joint Oven Flues

•β

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
LORING H. ROBERTS,
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of I.orlng H. Rolœrts in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 2Sth dav of
Oct., A. I>. 1905, the said Loring II. Roberts
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and thatthe first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
South Paris, on the 15th
Court House, In
day of November, A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock
at which time the said
In the forenoon,
creditors
may attend, prove their claims,
the
examine
a
trustee,
bankrupt,
appoint
and transact «uch other business as may
before
said
come
meeting.
properly
South Paris, Oct. 3D, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruntcv.

improvements

BY

SOLD

; never

PROGRESSIVE

leak.

gits

so

troubles.

JOHN* B.

WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

ROBINSON, Oxford,

DIRECT.

COUNT

2d dam, Toilet

Tent

Dam of Ucitliluary
3.30 14.

for Sale.

by

Legatee, 2.311-3; Geyser Boy,

.by Dictator, 113.
3d dam, Mermaid
I have for sale a new tent, made of
Sister of I.a Osealetta, '.29 3-4 : grandam of
dam
of
Almont
2.37
12;
lllalne,
Lucretla,
2.20;
□ico heavy duck. Size 14 χ 28 feet.
Dictator, «Ire of I.
Apply to
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS,
DARK Y DUDLEY,
Uucktield.
TERMS: §25 TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

|

M

Cooking Easy

SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

Hollister's Rocky Mountain

There is no other medicine so effective
in this terrible malady as Foley's Honey
and Tar. It is a household favorite for
throat and lung troubles, and as it contains no opiates or other poisons, it can

J. WALDO

be safely given.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Of course, it was an Irish philosopher
who said—If you would keep your head
above water, you must not let the grass
grow under your feet.
Pain may go by the name of rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago, pleurisy. No
matter what names the pains are called,
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will

you think you do?
man, I love her
almost as much as she thinks 1 do.
as

Cleverton—Why, old

Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
colds; reliable, tried and tested, safe and

CASTORIA

NASH,

for Infants and Children.

Tbi Kind You Han Always Bought

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone Oonneotion.

NORWAY.

|
If you

A
λ

now

Typical Macy bargain

buys this New York
Lined
Fur
Model
Cont. Guaranteed to
be the best value of
Its kind ever offered. Every coat sold
with the understanding that If not entire·
ly satisfactory, upon return money will
j.

λ

Si I ZL
vP I

λ

·

y

*-#il
y X-/

Me.

in
Sired by Dakk Dkvii., 2.09, by Ma.mhki.vo Ki.no, "The Handsomest Horse
.Jkwkl (I)arn of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." DamJKWKL.
hind ankle
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, lar«e snip, right
white. Foaled .lune 8. 1SS«!. Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Almost .Ik.. 1 >21·.
NOTICE.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; (Hobe, 2.14 :l-4;
In the District Court of the United States for the | Record 2.26.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.1(1 1-4; And 4(1 others
In the matter of
in 2.30.
)
GUY POWERS,
J In Bankruptcy. I
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER, SOl'TII
of Woodstock, Bankrupt. )
Powers In the I PARIS, MAINE.
TERMS : $25 TO WARRANT.
To the creditors of Guy
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on ttic 21st day of
Oct., A. D. 1905, the said Guy Powers wa*
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his creditors will be held sttbe Court
Foaled June 2·">,
House, In South Paris, on the ith dar of Nov.,
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
Bred at Village Farm.
time the said creditors may attend, prove their 11H)2.
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
SiKKi» by Oikkct IIai., 2.04 1-4.
and transact such other business as may properly
by Mambrino King, 127'.»
come before said meeting.
Dam, The Countess
South Paris, Oct. 23, 1905.
Dam of Chlincelirino (4), 2.38 14, Mre of Florida
GEO. A. WILSON,
In
2.30
ottiore
and2
Chimes (p), i.16 14,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Almout, Jr., 1829.

I. W.

wife, but I can't see that it's any of
your business, young feller."

ft

Black stallion, white ankle*

Your Old Range taken, in. Exchange/

Elevator Boy (as couple enter elevator)
—"Third, sir?"
Jonas Corntossel—"No, it's my second

■

1

DECORATE.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king.
behind, 1(1 hands, weighs 1K>0 pounds, owned by

Makes

Tea will positively cure children and
make them strong. 35 cents. Tea or
Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Orin
Stevens.

■

|

U

lazy dat

■

W*

DEALERS.

Glenwood

Many childreu inherit constitutions
weak and feeble, others due to childhood

much

CASTORIA

GENUINE

LUCY ELLEN RUSSELL, late of I.ovell. I
Icceased ; will and petition for prohate thereof
«resented by Frank M. Russell, the executor |
herein named.

be refunded.
Last season the fur lined coat was quite
the rage; we anticipated that this fall and
winter season would find the fur lined
coat more popular than heretofore, and
therefore made arrangements whereby we ISO Nmhu St, N.V. Trcmont Tempi·, BOSTON
could sell to our Mall Order patrons a fur
lined coat at the unequaled price here
D. M.
quoted.
W. O. FROTH INGHAM, South Pari·.
We have to offer 1,000 as illustrated.
Norway.
FRENCH,
The coat Is a loose double breasted model
made of black, brown, red and green
good quality broadcloth (samples sent
upon request); is 44 Inches long; has a
deep ahawl collar of sable coney; is lined
with gray and white squirrel; full sleeves
with turn back cuffs, satin lined; sizes,
32 to 42. This style coat is particularly
well adapted for driving, autolng and
general wear.
The price we can guarantee only as long
Freeh meats of all kinds constantly on
aa the quantity we have on hand lasts,
as it will not be possible to duplicate the hand."
coats at the original purchase price.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
There is no need of wondering how
fish arrives every Monday afterFresh
la
is
at
coat
sold
$14.96—It
a
auch
splendid
almpiy Macy's method that makea It noon and Thursday morning.

knew how
how

good,

satisfactory

Roofing

really is; if you only knew how easily it can bo
put on and how long it lasts; if you only know
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
money by using it for every building on the place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slato color,
any one can lay it. Let us prove to you what the
genuine Paroid lîooling will do.

Ε. λ. STROUT FARM AGENCY, j

Meat Market.

only

durable,

Parofd

1237 Farm Hunters unsworn} our newspaper advertising during July.
If you want to get a quick, cash sale
write today for our FUEK description
blanks, so that your farm may be brought
f.) the attention of these Farm Buyers.
We rpquire 110 advance payment —I
"Strout's Bargain List" of big trade*
mailed free.

known as
other corn. The
oough medicine so popular "New Skin" is preparation
very good for this pur- sure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
It contains
u Foley's Honey and Tar.
do opiates or poisons and never fails to pose.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
A piece of cotton saturated with vasecore.
F. ▲. Shurtleff à Co.
line and pnt over the toe will doubtless automobile, does It not?" asked the
man.
well.—Ex.
"Tes, lots of patienta," replied
Proof. The Kentuckian—I never saw protect it just as
the doctor, "and I've got 'em."
s man who thinks more of bis wife than
possible.
To clean water bottles and decanters,
Am shipping live stock every week,
Ifajah Blugrass.
Order at one· and don't miss this barW. A. Herren of Finch, Ark., writ··,
and paying fall market price.
The New Yorker—Loves her some, eh? mix together half a gill of vinegar and a
gain.
that
In
the
de"I
wish
to
Snake
well
of
salt.
Kidney
reportterribleFoley's
The Kentuckian—Simply worships handful
case of kidney
R. H. NACY <& CO., NEW YORK
T. Thayer,
lier! You may believe me or not, bnt I canters to be cleaned and no matter how Cure has curea a
dootors
two
that
and
bladder
trouble
treatment
has
been
tried
The Uigast Dru Goods aid Depaitmast Stow
this
know for a fact that he named his beet dlsoolored,
MARKET SQUARE, SOUTH PARIS.
Λ
Co.
UaiUd
V.
Shurtleff
U
States
had
A.
tbs
successful.
found
and
up."
given
horse after her!
%
no

allays
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulcncy. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy aud natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

There's One Range
That's Always Good

In U»e For Over SO Tears.
The Kind Too Bate Always Buufht.

comes

a

that It

Beanthe
Signature of

Simple Remedy for a Corn.
85 cents. Tea or
Foley's Honey and Tar always stops
Tie a piece of lemon on the corn at drive them away.
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse
Orin
for five nights, leaving it on all Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.;
night
substitutes. F. ▲. Shurieff ά Co.
night. Soak the foot in warm water and Stevens.
removed. When
In
Highwayman—Your the corn can be easily
Chicago.
Dashaway—Do you love that girl as
the root of the corn is taken out oover

There is

«

perfectly

money or your life, mister. Native—But
the toe with collodion or some other
you are not the fellow who usually robs
to protect the skin, which
me at this corner.
Highwayman—No, preparation
the tender
but it's all right; I've bought his route. will be sensitive. Unless
skin is protected it will soon form an-

For Price and Particulars address,

CASTOR IA r«w«srte**

and left all his money to a woman
had refused to marry him when she was
a

foods can be

Wait for an appetite, if it takes a week.
Fasting is one of the saving graces. It
has a spiritual significance only through
its great physical and physiologic importance. If breakfast is a bore or lunch
a matter of indifference, cut one or both
of them out. Wait for distinct and unmistakable hunger, and then eat slowly.
If you do this, you need ask few questions as to the propriety and digestibility
of what you eat; and it need not be predigested.—Hygienic Gazette.

any other
pain, Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea
will make you well and keep you well.
35 cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.

constipation,

no

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareaud Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
Feverisliness. It cures Diarrliwa ami Wind
and
Castoria is

goric, Drops

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

'cause you make

ANXIOUS MOMENTS.
digestive Some of the most anxious hours of a
outpouring
sources of ptyalin,
fluids—the
pepsin,
Grace—Can anything be worse than a
mother's life are those when the little
without a plentiful supply
man who will be spoony in spite of all trypsin, etc.,
ones of the household have the croup.
di-

you can do?

a

A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY.
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
It is the best way to get results.
senses.
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had
Don't be afraid of breaking down. It is a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
to
the surest way
collapse. And, espe- least a half dozen advertised cough medicially, don't frequent the society of cines and had treatment from two physiNerves are catching.
nervons persons.
cians without getting any benefit. A
Herb pillows and herb teas are used friend recommended Foley's Honey and
to quiet the nerves. A pillow of laven- Tar and two-thirds of a bottle cured me.
der, a big bag of pine needles, a small I consider it the greatest cough and lung
sack of catnip, a bunch of clover tied in medicine In the world." F. A. Shurta pillow case, will give a sweet scent and
leff & Co.
put one to Bleep. These bage are inone
is
nervous.
if
around
have
to
valuable
Tired Tatters—Die paper tells erbout a
Whatever may be the trouble with your feller wot died frum ennui.
nerves, you can be sure that there is a
Weary Walker—Wot's dat?
Tired Tatters—It's de feelin' wot
remedy for you and for them.—Ex.

Washington.

building· and new
large,
FILL OUT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US. I
J equipment throughout, revised courses
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
has the best facilities in the world for
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
To
training for business. More than 30 ap/
plications a month are received for Bliss
With

Famous General: Wel-

lington.
No. 291.—Memory Tests: 1. "Clever
men are good, but they are not the

Ccxtke -VaiNGTo*, Mass.

case.

Study the nerve quietere. They are
perfumes, music, paintings and food.
Work upon your nerve through your

STOP

1>rar Sir :—I wt»h lo inform too of the mioI kit* it
cru I l.ftv·· ha<l in uaiiu: your Elixir.
to my children and after tlie tliinl do«e, one of

Tommy feebly.
"So am I," added Jimmy, with
sigh.

J

and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

I

I

you

Reggie (sadly)—Only

out!

can.

ρ κ β τ

If worms are present they will be expelled. If no worms exist
in toning
this wonderful medicine acts gently, yet positively,
health.
up the whole system to rugged

you

une hour οι nageiy
Don't tidget.
movements will set your nerves flying.
Don't borrow trouble. Don't read the
horror stories. Keep as tranquil as you

>*vee. 4. Mascot, atoms.
No. 2S9.-A Flight of Steps:

290.—A

wears

Infant»

I

I

disagree-1

Worry

Experiments

STEPHEN S. PACKARD, late of Albany, .le-1
ceased; llrst account presented for allowance by
E. F. Smith, administrator.
MAGGIE CORDWEI.L, of Paris; petition I
that her name be chxnged to Maggie Glover presented by said Maggie Cordwell.
ADDISON* E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court. I
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

I The Argumentative man.—"But, my
different! dear fellow, I tell you it's impossible for

able.
Don't worry.

Key to the Pussier.
No. 285.—You and I: Gill, gull; million, mulliou; millet, mullet; middle,
muddle; mite, mute; Joist. Joust; pinch,
punch; bitter, butter.
No. 280.—Charade: Gall ant.
Parker,
PI:
Roosevelt,
No. 2S7.

No.

in the door.
"I^et's run," said Jimmy in a weak
voice.
"I'm so full I can't move," replied

rame

reeommended Foley's
tree-top" kind of rest. The wind blows, ney Cure and it has cured me. Before brace as his brother.
I
you feel as though you were swaying commencing its use I was in such shape
and your nerves gradually grow quiet. I that I could hardly get up when once
The Benefit of ContrnNt.
The woman who has nerves—and there I down." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
think that industry is
"I)o

lier."

IN USE 54 YRARS.

they kept on drinking until they
rolled over exhausted.
And just then two large gray cats

"Rock-a-bye-baby-in-the-1I My druggist

few women who do not boast a few
these days—had better learn how to
"Oh, I see; referring to your circula- steady them. Here are the
tion. By the way, I didn't know you ways of getting rid of a set of nerves:
Stop fussing. It will make you grow
were a publisher."
and
"We're not. We manufacture fly pa- old and nervous, crochety

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

my.
So

|

"We've got a good motto for our
remarked Kidder.
"What Is It?" asked the slight ac'What We Have We Hold.'

"I see the cats coming this way."
"No, it would be a shame to run
away and leave all this nice milk,"
said Jimmy. "I guess he doesn't know
any better than our parents."
"I don't believe he does." said Tom-

I

paper."
"

"IT WOULD «Ε ▲ SHAME TO LEAVE IT."
could hardly drink any more. And
.vet there still remained half of the
milk In the plate.
"You had better trot along home."
said Mr. Itat, who passed Just then

{

Cleveland, Hay, Bryan.
No. 288.—Transpositions: 1. Tablet,
3. Eleven,
2. Snails, nails.
table.

can't tell you what it has or how it feels—it only shows it is
sick and miserable. If it is restless and peevish, doesn't sleep
well, has p-iins in the stomach and bowels or ha* an erratic
or pin worms.
appetite the trouble undoubtedly is stomach
Give the little one a few doses of that famous old life saver

WILLIAM SCOTT.

SUSAN K. LIBBY, !;ite of Parle, decease·!;
rill und petition for probate thereof presented
named.
>y Albion L. Cole, the executor therein

reaction;!

ture.
3. Add d and r to a vegetable, rearrange, and have to cover with dra-

Yours truly,

following

I
the!

1. Add g and e to farm aulmals, rearrange, ami make one of a class of
plants that iucrease in size by a new
layer on the outside.
2. Add s and d to a landing place, rearrange, and make a web making crea-

quaintance.

American

day's work.

the Kstates
persons Interested In cither of
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. held at Pari·, In an<l
f>r the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
)ct., In the year of our l.ord one thousand
matter
The
line hundred ami Ave.
laving l»cen presented for the action thereut>on
lerelnafter Indicated, It le hereby Ohuekkd :
That notice thereof be given to all person* Inerested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Ox·
ortl Democrat, a newspaper published at South
'arts, In «aid County, that they may amtear at a
'robate Court to be held at said Pari*, on the
hlrd Tuesday of November, A. D. 1905. at 9
>f the clock in th«. forenoon, and be heard therein If they see cause.

I

—

Your Sick Child

j lard

PROBATE NOTICE*.

patient!

Mo. 303.—Added Letter·.

(rood Motto For Them.

nerve cure of the
a nap.
She takes

The Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/<θ(46Α(Μ Allow no one to deceive you in (his.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" are !>ut
and
with
endanger the health of
that trifle

in my stomach.
I did not work a day for three years,
can do a
,nd now, after using "L. F.,"
er

'o all

his nobles and scattering religious prothe sleep I
woman ie
cessions at the point of the sword.
mother.
me,
Her forty winks restore not only I
cure.
Charles IX. of France had a favorite
are
I
her body, but her mind. Her nerves
Only a little cold in the bead may be trick of hiring young thieves to relieve
rested. To secure her forty winks she the beginning of an obstinate case of
as they sat at table of their
a
and
room
needs only a darkened
pillow Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader his guests
■words aud jewels, "laughing loudly as
with the privilege of loosening her neck I with
Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
and belt and shoes. The Chinese also I to the inflamed stuffed up air passages. be witnessed their success or saw the
believe in the forty nods of rest and are Price 50c. If you prefer to use an unconsciousness of the victims or beable to go on with their work for an in-1
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm. h< Id their surprise and indignation
definite time, stopping every little while I It bas all the
good qualities of the reme- after they had been despoiled."
I
for their forty winks.
in solid form and will rid you of
dy
Queen Christina of Sweden was in
As a nerve cure in the south of Prance catarrh or
fever. No cocaine to her element when she could snatch the
hay
they have a nerve rest. The
breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to chair
away as some dignified official
takes a sun bath. Tbat rests the nerves
out the secretion. Price 75c., with
dry
or portly court lady was about to take
of the body, they claim. Rest is
mailed
or
Λ11
tube.
druggists,
spraying
only cure for tired nerves. Particularly I by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New a seat and found infinite entertainment
do they rest the soles of the feet which I York.
in dressing herself as a gallant and
they claim control the nerves. The soles I
making love in disguise to the young
of the feet are very sensitive and should I Frenzied Finance.
The Farmer (ex- ladies of the cortrt.
be treated if one is inclined to have I
citedly)—Say, Mister Constubble, I've
Frederick William I. of Prussia used
nerves.
They can be treated by rapidly I jest been bunkered out uv ev'ry durn to
spend many hilarious hours at the
running them through cold water until I cent.
Tobacco club, where his chief delight
they begin to feel hot from the
The Policeman (irritably)—Well, don't
was to make his guests the butt of his
and also by vigorous massage; but, best holler to me.
you come on! I ain't no
of all, by putting on a pair of very soft I
jokes. A favorite victim was
practical
j magazine publisher!
wool shoes.
Jacob von Guntlliug. an eminent sciIn a certain nerve cure in Russia they
HE COULD HARDLY GET UP.
entist. whom on one occasion his majtake patients who are ill in bed and give
P. H. Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes, esty ordered to read η loud certain
them
cure.
this
nerve
them
Covering
"This is to certify that I have taken two abusive article* about himself which
with blankets they open the windows I bottles of
Foley's Kidney Cure and it has the king had sent to the daily papers,
even in the coldest of weather and let I
me more than any other medihelped
was placed a monkey
the wind sweep across the patient. This I cine. I tried many advertised remedies, while by his side
in exact imitation of the prodrci.cd
wind is supposed to quiet the nerves. I but none of them
relief.
me
any
gave
It is a sort of
Kid- fessor which he was compelled to em-

•ulet *ulncy *uickly *uaffs;
•azy *eonard Sanlng *aughs;
•heerful "harley *huckUng •haff·.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SOUTH PARIS.

The pet

•mlliriK "tella Shouldn't ·ο'ο14.

pery.
4. Add d and r to relation, rearrange,
and have to swallow.

West Sumner

L. M. TUFTS,

•reeily "llbcrt *ather3 *old;
•areloss *arrk· *atches #old;

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
ouulde work, send In your order·. Pine Lum
l>er ami Shingles en hand Cheap for Cash.

E.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

the same Initial letter.

he is muscular and yet be weak.
8. Ile deflnes a triangle's vertex a9
the angle opposite the base.

BOSTON.

I will furnish POORS and WINDOWS of any
31ze or Style at reasonable prices.

Crayon, Water color,

Nichols St..

Lowney Co.,

(

Purifier,
"L. F." is a natural Blood
the year.
irings relief at all seasons of
J
gry"
The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitter*, 3S
Theu they both fell to drinking the j
wits at all good stores.
until
drank
and
milk and drank
they j(

rest-1

301.—Alliteration·.
a line with

Nt».

the

Builders' Finish I

Mouldings s,;!L

that|
I

Supply all the words of

adulterants.
It consists of nothing but

E. W.

Mats, Mirrors
in

I

1. I ru sas—A large country.
2. I am race—A great country.

—

I

and Pictures,

High Grade

accus-1

No. 300.—Anagram·.

Some are blacker
but
colored chemically

strength.

Tie Walter M.

p. m.

Picture Frames

&

nyinpb

a

equals Lowney's

price.

Tuesday

1st, and ist

following month.

cocoa

inferior in real strength.
Lowney's Cocoa is not
loaded with ground cocoashells, flour, starch, or other

Franklin

Agent,

No

—

AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

hours,

wood

Xo. 2tH).—Metaitram.

CALVIN

Tuesday, Aug.

a

I

and

masculine nickname.
Change my head and I become a
rug. a rodeut. u verb, a stick, an animal, a cover for the bead and plump.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

of each

ÎÎ9N.—Doable Curtailing·.
Doubly curtail a tenet anil have an

I am

of this line leave
Superb
Franklin Wharf. Portland, and India
Wharf. Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 P. M.

will be at Elm

I
swal-1

have arid.
3. Doubly curtail a bundle of twigs
and bave to make weary.

new steamers

Dr. Austin

of

Indian tribe.

animal.
2. Doubly curtail

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

J. F. LISCOMB,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

name

No.

1.

Portland Division.

cool milk.
"Ah!" cried Tommy Mouse, "Isn't
this fine? I told you we knew more
about the world than our parents. See
what we have found!"
"Yes," replied Jimmy Mouse, "if we
bad listened to our parents we would
liave stayed at home and gone hun-

house.

I

Dec. 25, I9°3·

Wytopitlock, Me.,

Dear Sirs:—
I feel it my duty to write you and tell
diein
that I think a great deal of "L. F.'
mice,
ou
little
Two contrary
3
Bitters, as .1 was taken sick
left
Itwood's
orders,
obedience to their parents'
and was treated by seven
ix
s
ago
u
stroll
years
through
tlieir home one day for
Was also at the j
doctors.
liffercnt
the world.
They had not gone far |
General Hospital, at
Maine
eastern
when they came across a plate of nice :
a canJangor, and they told me I had

flowers, and beetowe them about the I

Λ FlcKE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Bierbach will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilFor sale by
l.t:rn Co.. Buffalo. Ν. T.
-il (i:\iggists; price, 50 cents per box.

Eastern Steamship Company.

Seven Doctors Failed
•L F." Relieved Him

For

I

Kidney

Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

PolKs

palms, bis quince trees, his flowering nain lifework.
shrubs and his great spreading Oriental I At fourteen, while paying a long visit

strain and the heart of all pressure.
times the trial
Bottas aoiy. $1.00 Size holding 2H
size, which sells for 50c.
by Κ. O. OeWITT ΛΟΟ..

Little

yourl

j

confidence
Fills

all

always."

Over the World.
rictory with mercy
Senator EUberg smiled.
The cure which the Russian woman
he said, "the
takes when she is^ tired or when her I "I admire heartily,"
; Eindness of the Troy girl who refused
nerves are on edge is the cold water cure. I
of marriage.
She goes into a cool apartment and I < ;he civil engineer's offer
"The engineer, on being refused,
dashes cold water into her face. If
aloud.
possible she takes ice and binds it on j froaned
"
'Martha,1 he said, 'make it easier for
her brow. In the winter she hoods her
head and faces the driving snow for all ne to bear.'
"He opened and shut his mouth conminute.
Great beads stood on his
So great is a Russian's belief in cold rulsively.
His features were distorted with
water that she begins at an early age to 11 >row.
I : inguish. He gnawed his moustache.
teach her children how to use it.
"'Can't you, Martha,' he groaned;
The Russian nerve core is being tried
can't you make it easier for me?'
in London very successfully for
the young
things than tired nerves. Tired muscles, I "'Yes, George,' said
"
tired sinews, worn-out bones, and a I voman. Ί snore dreadfully.'
I
of
a
dash
to
weary head are all treated
A Wonderful Child.
cold water. If the feet ache they are I
run through ice water, as one wades in a I
At three years of age John Stuart Mill
"arithbrook, quickly and with swift steps.
>egan the study of Greek, with
The Japanese have a much prettier I metic as an evening relaxation," as
way of curing their tired nerves, though Samuel Wellington put it in the Westperhaps it is not quite bo speedy. The minster Review.
Japanese woman takes the blossom cure. I At eight he began Latin, Euclid and
In Japan, when you furnish
ilgebra, and had to act as tutor to the
house, you send for the flower man who younger children. He was a stern and
comes and decorates your home with ! jfficient tutor.
plants. This is always done as a matter I At twelve he began scholastic logic
of health. The flower man brings his ind political economy—the latter his

Mo. 8M. Chafidf.
It my third become» my wholb.
It's nearly always reckoned
When hi· my fikct he doth describe
He'· liable to my second.

|

An Animal Story

I

rest at
night, arising in the
unable

Then He Qrew Calmer.

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN. I

11

Charles Bierbach, stone contractor, |
living at 2t£i5 Chestnut St, Erie, Fa*
two |
"For
sa.vs :
years I had kidney
trouble, and there
was
such a severe |
! pain
through my

imBl s
:'|LM

ο *

*ί

Send

for

Free

Sample

It will save you
and book on
'Building Economy.
money. Don't take a cheap imitation. Oct the genuine—
the roof that lasts. A complete routing
kit in every roll

1

S. P. MAXIM &

SON,

AGENTS,
South Paris,

CASTORIA roHihittstmlEMdnn.
III KM Yn Dm ΑΙνιρ touM

Maine.

°<

ME.

